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A STUDY ON DIGLOSSIA USED BY IIELEN KELLER AS THE MAIN
CHARACTER IN GEORGE SULLIVAN'S NOYEL "HELEN KELLER'

NurAzizah'
Sudiran'

Abstract: There is relationship between language and society. The differences of society in
social dimension cause language varieties. Language variety refers to variation of language
which consists of linguistic items to function in context of communication, including digfssL.
D^iglo_ssia as a language situation used in a speech community which consists of t'wo virieties,
one forHigh(H) functions (e.g., church, newspapers) andoneforLow(L) functions.

. fh. pu{pose of the study is to investigate the kinds of diglossias used by Helen as the
main character in George Sullivan's novel Helen Keller and 1o identiff the functions of
dig-lossias used by Helen Keller as the main character in George Sullivan's novel Helen
Keller.This study used qualitative research because this study dois not present the data in
numerical analysis, but uses the words to answer the questions. This study used the human
investigator and objective approach in analyzing the data-

The results of this study showed that there were two kinds of diglossia which could be
found rn Helen Kelpy novel, especially in Helen Keller's utterances. T["y *"re High variety
and Low variety. High varieties of diglossia were found in her letter sent io her tiena and her
-olh"t, tl,u mitrng about her experience expressed in her diary in a writing about expression of
Helen Keller's feeling in her poetU, delivering speech, answering questions from a reporter in
the interview, in familiar conversation with her friend and speaking with the piesident.
Meanwhile, Low varieties were found in conversation with famitlarto John Macy and to
Thomas D. Schall, and giving instruction. The functions of diglossia were in accordance with
the kinds of diglossia, that is high varieties function as high dialict and low varieties function as
lowdialect.

Kqt words : Diglo ss ia, High variety, Low Yariegt, High Dialect and Low Dialecl
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Introduction

Language is a means of
communication. People can imagine how

difficult life without language. 'Language is

a system of arbitrary conventionalized

vocal, written, or gestural symbols that

enable members of a given community to

communicate intelligibly with one another'

(Brown, 2000:5). People use language to

communicate with others no matter it uses

words, spoken, writen, or combine of them.

By language, people not only get

information, but also use it to express

feeling. Sometimes, whenpeople describe a

person as a good communicator, they are

likely thingking of the way he/she speaks

and feels their expression. From the

definition above there is relationship

between language and society.

Each of society has an identity (or,

perhaps more accurately,aset of identities).

That identity has been constructed from

interaction with others and it is the sense of
self each of us has achieved, the result of
people's socialization, i.e., our experiences

with the outside world as people have dealt

with that world in all its complexity.

Consequently, any of many factors might

have affected it: race, ethnicity, gender,

religion, occupation, physical location,

social class, kinship, leisure activities, etc

(Wardaugh,2006:6).

The differences of society in social

dimension cause language varieties. The

language varieties are created to make the

language more interesting and unique.

Hudson (in Wardaugh,2006:25) defines a

variety of language is 'a set of linguistic

items with similar distribution'. It means,

language variety refers to variation of
language which consists of linguistic items

to function in context of communication.

One of language varieties is diglossia.

Ferguson (in Sinulingga, 2009) states

that the term 'diglossia'was firstly
introduced into English from French by

Ferguson. Ferguson used the technical

terms of diglossia to figure out the condition

of a society where containing two varieties

from one language which consist in side and

each ofthem has the specific play in role.

Meyerhoff (2006) defines diglossia as

a language situation used in a speech

community whichconsists of two varieties,

One for High (H) functions (e.g., church,

newspapers) and one for Low (L) functions.

As Meyerhoff defined above, there are

two variations from one language in
diglossia. The variations are H (High) and L
(low). The'High'variety (High: H) and

the'Low'variety (Low: L). The H variety

is prestigious, powerful variety; the L
variety lacks prestige and power. Formal

domains such as public speaking, speech,

religious, text and practice, education,

meeting,and other prestigious kind of usage

are dominated by the H variety; the L
variety is used for informal conversation,

jokes, street, and market, the telephone, and

other domains not reserved for H variety.

The usage of High and Low variety is

also found in written language such as



novel. Novel is included as literature which

serves entertainment and lesson. Therefore,

novel is interesting to be the concem of this

study. As Connolly (in Koesnosoebroto,

1988) states, the reason for reading
literature is because of hunger of
information, or amusement, or solace,

because of an appetite for truth that seem to

grow by what it feeds on. Thus, it can be

concluded that literature can expand

people's imagination and it does not only
give the reader enjoyment but also give

understanding oflife.
Helen Keller novel becomes the object

of this study. This novel is based on the real

story of a girl named Helen Keller. It tells
about a blind and deaf girl who finally
became a writer, speaker, and traveller.

Considering blind and deaf, it made the

writer interested and curious in analyzing

the digglosias used by Helen Keller in this
novel.

Related to this study, Kusuma
(2010) conducted a study entitled "An
Analysis of Diglossia Used by Main
Characters in The king's speech film. She

focused onthe kinds of diglossia used by
main characters in The King's Speech film,
md to describe the meaning of diglossia

used by main characters in The King's

Speech film. The results of this study

showed that diglossia used by main
characters in The King's Speech film
contained H (high) and L (low) variety. H
(htgh) variety in this film was not only used

in formal sifuation, it was also used in
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conversation. Moreover, L (low) variety

was used in common conversation only.

The meaning of the diglossia in H (high)

variety showed to make the language

prestigious and more respected, showed to

respect the listener, and showed to make the

beauty oflanguage as the heritage literature.

Meanwhile, the meaning of the diglossia in

L (low) variety which was used by the main

characters in common conversation showed

to make close and informal situation
between the speaker and the listener.

The previous study above analyzed, the

kinds and the meaning of diglossia; also in

what scene those phenomena of diglossia

are used by the main characters in formal

and informal language which are called an

diglossia are High (H) and Low (L) variety

used by main characters in "The King's

Speech" film. Therefore, it is different from

this study because this study will analyse

, diglossia and its function in the written text,

thatisnovel.

Based on the explanation above, it is
interesting to conduct the study entitles ,,4

Study on Diglossia Used by Helen Keller as

the Main Character in George Sullivan's

Novel "HelenKeller".

This study is undertaken based on the

following questions:

l. What diglossias are used by Helen

Keller as the main character in

George Sullivan's novel Helen

Keller?

2. What are the functions of diglossia

used by Helen Keller as the main

I
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character in George Sullivan's novel

HelenKeller?

Diglossia

A diglossic situation exist in a society

when it has two distinc codes which show

clearfunctional separation; thatis, one code

is employed in one set of circumstances and

the other in an entirely different
set.Ferguson (in Wardaugh, 2006:89) has

defined that diglossia is language situation

which relatively stable in which primary

dialect is very different with highly codified

variety. Primary dialect usually includes

regional standard, while highly codified

variety usually include grammatically more

complex that it is used as the means of
written literature, formal education or

formal spoken.

Based on the definition above,

diglossia is that the two varieties are kept

quite apart in their function. One is used in

one set of circumstances and the other in an

entirely different set. For example, the

highly codified varieties may be used for

delivering formal lectures, political
speeches, for broadcasting the news on

radio and television, and for writing poetT,

fine literature, and editorials in
newspappers. In contrast the low codified

varieties may be used in giving instructions

to workers in low prestige occupations or to

household servants, in conversation with

familiars, in 'soap operas' and popular

program on the radio.On occasions, a

person may lecture in High variety but

answer questions about its content or

explain parts of it in Low variety so as to

ensure understanding.

The High variety is more prestigious

and powerful variety than the Low variety

because the High variety is more beautiful,

logical, and expressive than the Low
variety. That is way it is deemed appropriate

for literary use, for religious purposes, and

so on. There may also be the considerable

and widespread resistance to translating

certain books into the Low variety, e.g., the

Qur'an into one or other colloquial varieties

of arabic or the bible into haitian Creole or

demoticGreek.

Ferguson (in Wardaugh, 2006)
describes that there are nine topics of
diglossia:

1) Function

Diglossia is very important criteria.

According Ferguson, there are two

variations of diglossia in one

language society. The first variation is

called high dialect (called High
, rergo), which is used for delivering

formal lectures, political speeches,

for broadcasting the news on radio

and television, and for writing poefty,

fine literature, and editorials in
newspappers.Andthe second is a{ow

dialect (called Low range), which is

used in giving instructions to workers

in low prestige occupations or to
household servants, in conversation

with familiars, in 'soap operas' and

popular program on the radio.Thus,



2)

diglossia can function as either High

orLowdialect.

Prestige

In a society diglossia speakers

typically use dialect High more

prestigious, more superior, more

respected, and is a logical language.

While the Low dialect is considered

inferior, in fact there are reject its

existence.

Heritage Literature

Common people tend to respect

literature which uses High range

language. It is the heritage tradition

that literature would be greatly

respected when it is written using

High range language. So, if there are

also works of contemporary literafure

by using a range of High, it is

perceived as a continuation of that

tradition.

Acquisition

Variety of High is obtained by

learning in formal education, while

the range of Low is obtained from the

association with family and peers.

Standardization

Variety of High is seen as a

prestigious variety, it is not surprising

that the standardization carried out on

a variety of Low through formal

codification.

Stability

Stability in society generally long

standing diglossia, where there is a

Nur Azizah and Sudiran: A Study on Diglossia 5

variation in the language retained its

presence in the community

7) Grammar

In the High range of complex
sentences with a subordinate
construction is common, but in the

range oflow considered artificial.

8) Lexicon

Most of the vocabularies in the range

ofHigh andlow are the same variety.

However, there is a vocabulary in the

range ofHigh is not no mate the range

oflow, orvice versa.

9) Phonology

In the field of phonology there are

structural differences between the

various kinds of High and Low. This

difference could be too much close.

Diglossias are not only found in the

daily life. It ean also be found in the novel

because there is dialogue in the novel which

is possible containing diglossias. Therefore,

the writer chooses novol as the object of the

research.

NoveI
Accordingto Macmillan (1984: 49),
novel is narrativeprose fictionwhich is very
long so that it can include picture of life with
all of its richness, complexity and
contradiction by the result thatit is like real

life world in which the reader can enjoy and

be involved inthe shorterwork.

Macmillan says that a novel uses the

same elements as a short story: plot,

3)

4)

5)

6)
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character, setting, point of view and theme.

The greater length of the novel, however,

allows novelists to deal with more complex

aspects of their elements, to present

characterofmany dimensions in avariety of
situation and settings.

In this study, Helen Keller novel is the

non-fiction novel because the story of this

novel was based on the true story of one's

life, namely a \ryoman named Helen Keller.

The author of this novel, George Sullivan,

took the story based on Helen Keller's

writing which entitled The Story of My Life.

InHelen Keller novel, the character
o'Helen Keller" is described having

complex characteristics which support her

character in playing a role in Helen Keller

novel. She has description ofcharacteristics

at most than other character in this novel.

Therefore, character "Helen Keller" is

chosen to be analyzed in this study.

According to Arp and Johnson (2006: 102),

plot is the sequence of incident or eveni

through with an author constructs a story;

skilled author are careful to present the

sequence in a significant order. Then, the

plot may include many surprising twist and

tum and culminating, climactic incident;

because the main goal is to keep the reader

tuming the page. Arp and Johnson (2006:

104) remark that conflict is a clash of
actions, ideas, desires or wills. It means

conflict is an opposition faced by the

characters.

Furthermore, Arp and Johnson explain

that characters may be pitted against some

other person or group ofpersons (conflict of
person against person); they may be in
conflict with some external force-physical

nature, society, or "fate" (conflict ofperson

against environment; or they may be in
conflict with some elements in their own

natures (conflict of person against himself

or herselfl. The conflict may be mental,

physical, emotional, or moral.

Macmillan in his book, understanding

literature (1984: 705) defines setting as the

place and the time in which a story play or

novel happen. In some stories the setting

help create atmosphere, or mood, that can

influence the reader as well as the

characters.

The statement supported by Meyer

(1990: 107) who defines setting as the

context in which the action of the story

occurs. The major elements of setting are

time, place, and social environment that

framethe characters.

Lostracco and Wilkerson (in
Koesnosoebroto, 1988: 80), recognize two

kinds ofsetting, the specific andthe general.

In a specific setting, the author gives the

reader a specific place and time. In a general

setting, the author does not state the place

but he gives his sign of what and where the

storytakesplace.

According to Arp and Johnson
(2006:78), theme is the controlling idea or

the central insight. It means, it is

generalization about life stated or implied

by the story. Further, Arp and Johnson

explain that in many stories, the theme may



be equivalent to the revelation of human

character. Frequently, a story through its
portrayal of specific persons in specific

situations will have something to say about

the nature of human being. With a theme,

the author can convey the messages through

his ideas development which are packaged

inunityofthe story.

Thus, it can be concluded that theme is

thegeneraltopic ofthe story. The authorcan

be inspired from the moral principle, an

emotional situation, or an intellectual
concepttotake as atheme ofthe story. With
a theme, the author can convey the
messages through his ideas development

which are packaged in unity ofthe story.

Helen Keller novel is written based on

the true story of Helen Keller which gotten

from her writing entitled The Story of My

Life.Itwas written when Helen Keller was

onlytwenty-two years old, The Story ofMy
Life reviewed the author's early life. The

Story of W Life was first published in
l903,was still in print. Some school
teachers used the book as a way to teach

perseverance and the importance of
education, and instill a deeper appreciation

of and compassion for the physically
challenged.

Based on The Story of My Life, George

Sullivan wrote the novel which he gave the

title Helen Keller in 2000. It was published

by Scholastic Inc. in New York City. The

novel was also containing the biography

told using excerpts from her own writings of
the woman who successfully dealt with her
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own disabilities while trying to better the

lives of other deaf and blind people.

Methodology

. According to Ary et al. (2010: 426),

research design is the researcher's plan of
how to proceed to gain an understanding of
some groups or some phenomena in their

natural setting. The research design of this

study is qualitative research, because this

study does notpresent the data in numerical

analysis, but uses the words to answer the

questions.

It is in line with Bogdan and Biklen (in

Frankel and Wallen, 2004: 423) statement,

qualitative data arc collected in the form of
words orpictures rather than numbers.The

kinds of data collectedin qualitative
research include interview transcripts,field

notes, photographs, audio
recordings,videotapes, diaries, personal

comments, memos, officialrecords,
textbook passages, and anything elsethat

can convey the actual words or actions of
people.

The data of this research were
presented using words taken from transcript

of novel. The data were collected to
investigate the kinds of diglossias and

describe the functions of diglossias used by

Helen Keller as the main character in
George Sullivan's n oveL Helen Keller.

The research object of this study was

Helen Keller novel. It is the novel written by

George Sullivan. This novel tells about a

blind and deaf girl who finally became a

writer, speaker, and traveller. Considering
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blind and deaf, it made the writer interested

and curious in analyzing the digglosias used

by Helen in this novel.

The research instruments used here

was human as instrument. Ary et al. (2002:

424) explain that in qualitative studies, the

human investigator is the primary
instrument for the gathering and, analyztng

ofdata. In this case, the researcher observed

the novel to investigate the kinds of
diglossias and describe the functions of
diglossias used by Helen Keller as the main

character in George Sullivan's novel Helen

Keller.

According to Wiyatmi (2006: 7 9),there

axe some approaches derived from four

main approaches used to analyze aliterary
work proposed by Abrams, namely:
mimetic, pragmatic, expressive, and

objective. Those approaches are:

1. Mimeticapproach

The researchers, if used this

approach, will analyze the work of
literature as imitation or reflection or

representation of world and human

being. They will find and prove the

truth of that work which is presented by

the author.

2. Pragmaticapproach

In this approach, the researcher

will see the work of literature as

something which is constructed in

order to achieve certain effects on the

audience such as aesthetic pleasure,

instruction or kind of emotion. It
arouses certain people's emotion or

even can change their minds. In other

words, the researcher will lead the

readers to agree with his idea.

3. Expressiveapproach

In this approach, the researcher

will focus on to the author of literature,

so the researcher must learn more or

give more attention to the author's

biography, his educational background

and the society which is represented by
the author in form of paragraph and

dialogue in the work of literature.

4. Objective approach

This approach views a story a

poem, a play or novel to be on

individual entity, existing on the page,

that can be read and understood in its
own right, without necessary studying

the author's life or the age in which it is

written or its possible effects on its
reader.

The approach used in this study was

objective approach because in analyzing in
analyzrng the novel, the researcher did not

consider the author's life and the age of the

novel was written. The researcher only

considered the novel as something which
was existing on its pages, then analyzed

diglossias and their functions used by Helen

Keller in George Sullivan's Novel "Helen

Keller".
After collecting the data, the researcher

analyzrd, the data through the following
steps: l) Identiffing the data which were

categorized into diglossia. 2) Interpreting

the frmction of diglossia found in the novel.



3) Analyzing the diglossias and their
functions used by Helen Keller based on the

theory of diglossia. 4) Describing and

developing the results of analysis into good

sentences with presenting the proofs. 5)

Making conclusion based on the result of
data that was analyzed by the writer.

Findings and Discussions

In this chapter, the researcher presents

the findings and discussions of the study.

Thischapter presents the answer of the

problems ofthis study related to the kinds of
diglossias used by Helen Keller as the main

character in George Sullivan's novel Helen

Keller and the functions of diglossias used

by Helen Keller as the main character in

George Sullivan's novel Helen Keller. Each

of them is explained in the following
subsectionsbelow

After analyzing the data, it was found

that Helen Keller's utterances contain

diglossias. Related to the focus ofthe study,

the kinds and the functions of diglossias

used by Helen Keller are explained more

with the presentation of the data to support

the answer as follows:

There were two kinds of diglossia

which could be found in Helen Keller novel,

especially in Helen Keller's utterances.

They were High variety and Low variety.

Both ofthem are explained one by one in the

followingpart.

In this study, high variety of diglossia

usedby Helen Keller found in her letter sent

to her friend and her mother, in a writing
about her experience expressed in her diary
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in a writing about expression of
HelenKeller 's feeling in her poetry,

delivering speech, answering questions

from a reporter in the interview, in familiar

conversation with her friend and speaking

with the president. The followings are the

presentation of the data.

1) InaLetter Sentto herFriend

The excerpt below is Helen
Keller's writing which was sent to her

friend, Carrie. Helen Keller talked about her

spirit to learn to speak. She imagined how

happy when all her friends heard her speak

normally like other.
"Oh Carrie, how I shouldbe willing
to work night and day if it could only
be accomplished. Think of what a
joy it would be to all my friends to
hearme speaknafurally." P 54

In Helen's writing above, it can be

seen that Helen Keller used high diglossia

from the language she used to express her

spirit. The expression is writtenusingpoetic

words which little bit formal like in a poem

such as calling Carrie using "Oh, Carrie"

and in complex structurally sentence, not

like in familiar conversation.

2)lnaLetter Sent to her Mother

the following excerpt is also

Helen Keller's utterances in a letter which

was sent to her mother. She invited her

mother to go travelling. She told her mother

about the route of the trip to persuade her

mother.
"We start from the Middle West the
second work in January go through
Ohio, Indians, Iowa, Kansas, St.
Louis, down to Texas as far as El
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Paso, then to Lower California, and
up to San Fransisco and back home
through Califomia. It will be most
interesting for you I'm sure, do
come."P77

Helen Keller's utterances above

can be categorized into high variety of
diglossia. It can be seen from the last Helen

Keller's statement which is a strong

invitation.

3) In Writing about her Experience

Expressed In Her Diary

Helen Keller character was found

that she often expressed her life experience

in writing. The following excerpt is her

writing which states that her teacher teaches

her about the word WATER while placing

water into her hand. Since then, Helen

Keller paid attention more on the finger

motion as the way ofher leaming.
"Someone was drawing water and

my teacher placed my hand under

the spout.As the cool stream gushed

over one hand, she spelled into the

other the word water, first slowly,

then rapidly. I stood still, my whole

attention fixed upon the motions of
her fingers. Suddenly I felt [as if]
somehow the mystery of language

was revealed to me. I knew then that

W-A-T-E-R meant the wonderful

cool something that was flowing

overmyhand." P.39

Helen Keller wrote the above

writing by using high variety of diglossia. It
can be seen from using complex sentences

like in literature to make express what she

experienced. In spite of this, she did not use

conversational language but use complex

structurally sentences of the language that

the reader found it as a fine writing.
The following script is also the proof that

high variety of diglossia was used in writing

her life experience in a diary. The writing

told about that Helen Keller had many

words at that day that she could not

remember all of those words. So, Helen

Keller felt that atthat moment she was the

happiestchild.
"I learned a greatmany words that day, I do

not remember what they all were. But I do

know that mother, father, sister, teacher

were among them. It would have been

difficult to find a happier child than I was as

I lay in my crib at the close of that eventful

day and lived over the joys it had brought

me, and for the first time longed for a new

dayto crime."P.41

HelenKeller 's writing above is

categorized into high variety of diglossia

because it was constructed using
structurally complex words into good

composition that became fine literature.

The language used here is not the

conversational language which is usua[y

used to talk to people in familiar.

Another excerpt also indicates the

expression of her experience written in a

diary. It tells about her interest reading

books which informed her about many

thingswhich she couldnot see.
"They tell me so much that is



interesting about things I cannot
see. And they are never troubled or
tiredlikepeople"p 50

The excerpt above is also
categorized into high variety of diglossia
because it does not use conversational

hnguage. There is another excerpt which
proves high variety of diglossia below

"She passed my hand lightly over
her face, and let me feel the position
of her tongue and lips when she
made a sound. I was eager to imitate
every motion and in an hour had
leamed six elements of speechM, p,

A, S,T, r."p54

The above quotation tells about

Helen Keller who memorized her
iryression when she met Sarah Fuller, a

teacher for handicapped people. Helen
Keller leamed the six elements of speech

fr,om her. The impression was expressed in
miting by using the words which are not
commonly used by people in daily
conversation in familiar.

Then, the following quotation is
Itrelen Keller's quotation about her study in
odlege. College brought her to a new life
frr her mind and gave new view of things.

Se was always accompanied by Annie
Sullivan as her teacher beside her in lecture.

"College has breathed new life into
my mind and given me new view of

. things ... I .grow stronger in the
conviction that there is nothing
good or right which we cannot
accomplish if we have the will to
strive."
"Together we went through
Radcliffe College, day after day
during four years, she sat beside me
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in lecture halls and spelled into my
hand word by word what the
professors had said, and nearly all
the books she read to me in the same
way." P67

The excerpt above was written
using the language which is not commonly

used by people in daily conversation with
familiar. The sentences are constructed
perfectly as fine writing. So, it can be

categoizedinto high variety of diglossia.

Another excerpt below is also the

proofofhigh variety ofdiglossia. It is Helen

Keller's expression about her pity onAnnie
Sullivan as her teacher who did not get any

congratulation when she succeeded to guide

Helen Keller until getting degree from the

college.
"Yet when I received my degree
from Radcliffe, not a word of
recognition was given her.', That
thoughtless became a thorn in my
memory."P68

The excerpt above indicates high
variety of diglossia because the language is

not daily conversational language. it was

well constructed that became good writing.
Another proof of high diglossia contained

in the following excerpt written by Helen

Keller about Peter Fagan.

'oFor a longtime, heheldmyhand in
silence, then he began talking to me
tenderly. I was surprised that he
cared so much about me. He was full
ofplans formyhappiness. He saidif
I would marry him, he would always
be near to help me in the difliculties
oflife. The sweefiress ofbeing loved
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enchantedme. "P8l
"The thought of not sharing my
happiness with my mother little by
little destroyed the joy of being
loved." P 81

The above excerpt tells about Peter

Fagan when he met Helen Keller. His love

towards Helen Keller made him felt to be

enchanted. But all the happiness was

destroyed because it was to be secret from

her mother who disagreed with their love.

That was written using poetic words like a
poetry that it was appropriate to be

considered as fine literature. So, it is

categorized into high variety ofdiglossia.

5) In a Writing about Expression of Helen

Keller's Feeling in her Poetry

There were three poetries written

by her quoted in this novel. They were about

her sympathy on her condition of the

country and her romance with Peter Fagan.

The condition of the country in war made

Helen Keller's feeling sorrowful. It ntade

her write the following poetry.

"I look upon the world as my

fatherland, and every war was for the horror

of a family head. I hold true patriotism to be

a brotherhood and mutual service for of all

men."P79

The poetry above tells about the

condition of the country which was in

horror caused by the war. It was categoized

into high variety of diglossia because it used

literary language, not conversational

language. As well as the above excerpt, the

following excerpt is also written using

poetic language.

"The brief love will remain in my

life, a little island ofjoy
surrounded by dark of waters." P

84

The poetry above tells about Helen

Keller's love would be like the beautiful

island which was surrounded by dark

waters. It was expressed using poetic

language that it became fine literature. So, it
can be categorized into high variety of
diglossia. Anotherpoetic expression can be

found inthe following quotation.

"All happiness has left us with the

deparhrre of peace from our land."

P85

Still about sorrow of war, Helen

Keller expressed that all happiness were

destroyed by war because there was no

peace on her country. That sadness was

expressed using poetic language, not daily

conversation. That makes it categoized,

into high variety ofdiglossia.

6)InDelivering Speech

High variety of diglossia was

contained in the speech delivered by Helen

Keller . In front of the audience, Hellen

Keller delivered the following specch. It
was about what she had been experiencing.

She was a dumb person, but she was able to

speak through is the people's love arsund

her who patientlt taught her.
"What I have to say is very simple,
my teacher has told you how a word
from her hand touched the darkness
of my mind and I awoke to the
gladness of life. I was dumb, now I
speak. I owe this to the hands and
hearts of others. Through their love I



found my soul and God and
happiness."P90

The excerpt above is the speech

delivered by Helen Keller. It was delivered

using high variety of diglossia. The
languaage here was not conversationaal

laanguage as usually used by common

people ro ralk in familiar conversation.

7) Answering Questions From A Reporter

InThelnterview

In the interview, Helen Keller used

high variety oflanguage as follows.
"I should say I did. I could feel them
andsmellthem."
"By any number of vibrations
through the air, and through the
floor, from the moving of feet or the
scrapping of chairs and by the
warmth when there are people
around."P75

The speech above is about the

experience of Helen Keller in performing in
the stage. She was asked whether she could

recognize who came near her/ She felt the

vibration through the air and the floor and

felt the warmth of the people who attended

around her. It was uttered using high variety

category because it is not the common

conversational language.

Then, the following excerpts are

also Helen Keller's utterances when she

answered the question with the reporter in
the interview.

'oThere was a doctor odor." P 7 6
"Avery decided odor. It's partly the
smell of other and partly the smell
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that lingers from the sick rooms in
which they have been. But I can tell
many professions from their odor."
P76
"The carpenter is always
accompanied by the odor of wood.
The druggist is saturated with
various drugs. There is a painter
who comes here often and Ii can tell
the minute he comes anywhere near
me."P76
'No, a typewriter, I think." P 76
"I am afraid that was a guess" p 77

The above utterences tell that

Helen Keller recognized the profession of
the people from their odor she smelled. The

language situation ofthe utterences above is

categoized into high variety of language

because it was not the situation in the

common conversational language.

8) In a familiar conversation with her friend

It was found that in a familiar

conversation, Helen Keller used high
variety of diglossia. Utterences below were

spoken by Helen Keller in the conversatiorr

with her friend. The following excerpt is the

utterences.

"I believe that all through these dark
and silent years God has been using
my life for a purpose I do not know.
But one day I shall understand, and
then I will be satisfied."

The utterences in the excerpt above can be

categoized into high variety of diglossia

althhough it was used in the conversation

with a friend. That was because the

language used in rthe conversation was not

familiarly used but the words used were

morepoetic.

9) Speaking with the President
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Speaking with the president,

Helen Keller used high variety of diglossia

after she shaked the hand with him. The

following excerpt is the proof.

"I am proud to meet you, Mr.

President."P 108

The utterences above can be

categorized into high variety of diglossia. It
was indicated by the usage of the call "Mr.

President" which was the call for in the

formal situation for the higher person

occupoation.

Here low varieties are used in

Helen Keller's utterances in conversation

with familiarto John Macy and to Thomas

D. Schall, and giving instruction,The

followings are the presentation ofthe data

l0) In a conversation with familiar to John

Macy

In a conversation with John Macy,

it was found that there was low variety of
diglossia. The following excerpt is the proof

which can support the finding.
"Do you loveher?" p7l
"Does she loveyou" p7l

The conversation above occured

when Helen Keller could feel that John

Macy had falling in love with Annie

Sullivan. Then, Helen Keller asked him

whether they loved each other. Helen

Keller's utterances can be categorized into

low vaariety of diglossia because it was

common conversational language in

familiar used by common people.

l1) Giving instruction

In giving instruction, it was found

that it contained low variety of diglossia.

The instruction was purposed to John Macy

to marry Annie Sullivan. The following is

theproof.
"Then marr5/ her of course" p 7 I

The above utterences were the

instruction given to John Macy to marry

Annie Sullivan. Seen from the sentence, it
was the instruction which is usually used by

coflrmon people to instruct to their close

friend, family or lowerperson that it can be

categoized,into low variety of diglossia.

12) Conversation to Thomas D. Schall

Like in the conversation with her

friend, it was found that there was low

variety of diglossia in conversation to

Thomas D.Schall. The following excerpt is

the proofwhich can support the finding.
"What did you find to say 287
times?"
"that's just what I did too" p 97

The utterences above were Helen

Keller'sconversation with Thomas D.

Schall.In this situation, the low variety of
diglossia was categorized becausethey were

conversational language in familiar done

withThomasD. Schall.

After finding the kinds of diglossia in

Helen Keller's utterances contained in

Helen Keller novel, it can be known the

functions ofthe diglossias. Since there were

two kinds of diglossia here, naamely: high

variety and low variety of diglossia, those

can be seen that the diglossia found in this

novel function as high dialect and low

dialect.



In this case, the high dialect is used for
her letter sent to her friend and her mother,

in a writing about her experience expressed

inher diary, in awriting about expression of
Helen Keller's feeling in her poetry,

delivering speech, answering questions

from a reporter in the interview, in familiar

conversation with her friend and speaking

withthepresident.

Meanwhile, the low dialect is used in
gving instruction and in conversation with
familiars with certain persons. In this case,

Helen Keller gave an instruction to John

Macy, made conversation with John Macy

andThomasD. Schall.

There were two kinds of situation

wheretwo closelyrelated languages used in
a speech community used by Helen Keller

in her utterances in this novel. They were

highvariety and low variety of diglossia. As

stated by (Meyerhoff, 2006), diglossia is

defined as a situation where two closely

related languages are used in a speech

community. There is one for high variety

which functions (e.g., church, newspapers)

and one for low variety which functions

(e.g., in the home, or markeQ.
ln Helen Keller's utterances, high variety

found in her letter sent to her friend and her

mother, in a writing about her experience

expressed in her diary in a writing about

expression of Helen Keller's feeling in her

poetry, delivering speech, answering

questions from a reporter in the interview, in
familiar conversation with her friend and

speaking with the president. In familiar

conversation with her friend, she used high
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variety of diglosia. It might be because she

often communicated using written
communication. Then, speaking with the

president, she also used high variety.

It is in line withFerguson (inWardaugh,

2006) who describes that there are,two

functions of diglossia in one language

society, namely: high dialect, which is used

for delivering formal lectures, political

speeches, for broadcasting the news on

radio and television, and for writing poetry,

fine literature, and editorials in
newspappers; andlow dialect, which is used

in giving instructions to workers in low
prestige occupations or to household

servants, in conversation with familiars, in

'soap operas' and popular program on the

radio.The low dialect in this novel was used

in giving instruction and in conversation

with familiars with John Macy and made

conversation with Thomas D. Schall.

Beside its function as high dialect and
' low dialect, the diglossias found in this

novel can be viewed from other topics, such

as: heritage literature, grammar, and lexicon

topic. Diglossia found in Helen Keller's

utterances contain Highrange language in
her letter sent to her friend and her mother,

in a writing about her experience expressed

in her diary in a writing about expression of
Helen Keller's feeling in her poetry, and

delivering speech. Helen Keller also used

High range language in answering
questions from a reporter in the interview, in

familiar conversation with her friend and

speaking with the president. Helen's
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utterances were found spoken or written in

complex sentences. The vocabularies which

she used were more often the vocabularies

in the range of high which was more

prestigious and formal.

Conclusions and Suggestions

In this chapter, the researcher presents

the conclusion and suggestion concerning

the kinds of diglossias used by Helen Keller

as the main character in George Sullivan's

novel Helen Keller and the functions of
diglossias used by Helen Keller as the main

character in George Sullivan's novel Helen

Keller.

The conclusion of this study explains

more in the further paragraphs below. It is

about the kinds of diglossiasused by Helen

Keller as the main character in George

Sullivan's novel Helen Keller andthe

functions of diglossias used by Helen Keller

as the main character in George Sullivan's

novelHelenKeller.

After analyzing the data, it cin be

concluded that there were two kinds of
diglossia(High and Low variefy) which

could be found in Helen Keller novel,

especially in Helen's Keller
utterances.First, High varieties of
diglossiawere found in her letter sent to her

friend and her mother, in a writing about her

experience expressed in her diary in a

writing about expression of Helen Keller's

feeling in her poetT, delivering speech,

answering questions from a reporter in the

interview, in familiar conversation with her

friend and speaking with the

president. Second, Low varieties werefound

in conversation with familiarto John Macy

and to Thomas D. Schall, and giving

instruction.

The functions of diglossia found in this

novel were as high dialect and low dialect.

High varieties such as in a letter sent to her

friend and her mother, in a writing about her

experience expressed in her diary, in a

writing about expression of Helen Keller's

feeling inherpoetry, delivering speech, and

answering questions from a reporter in the

interview function as the high dialect. Low

varieties such as in giving instruction and in

conversation with familiars with certain

persons function as the low dialect.

That is all the conclusions that can be

taken from the study which has been

conducted on George Sullivan's novel

Helen Keller related to the diglossia used in

the utterances. This novel contains the H

(high) and L (low) variety of diglossia

which occur in formal and informal

situations found in either oral or written

communication.

For suggestion, sfudents need to learn

more about sociolinguistics deeply in order

to be able to conduct another study in

sociolinguistic area in deeper and broader

way. Since this study was focused pn the

novel, it is suggested for further researchers

to study in oral object such as direct

communication found in the daily activity

such as: conversation between sfudents,

teachers, orpeople inthe society.
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The Relevance of Tirrn-Taking to EFL Teaching and Learning:
An Awareness Raising and Practice Model

Teguh Hadi Saputro'
Abstract: Implementing Conversation Analysis (CA) in L2 teaching is how it provides both

teachers and learners with opportunities to work on learners'pragmatic competence which

builds on an important aspect of language competence in general. Among all aspects of CA,
tunr-taking is central to the approach as this aspect informs an organizational form of
conversations that contribute to a more understanding of interactants' turn-taking management,

motivation, and, more importantly, pragmatic element within their conduct. This study explores

the relevance of CA concept of taking-turn to L2 teachingand learning in a specific English as a

Foreign Language (EFL) context in Indonesia and provides a practical model as a suggestion to

the implementationofthis concept oranalysis forteachers intheparticularcontext.As the result,

the relevance of the turn-taking concept inL2teaching lies on the aspects of tum construction,

fum allocation, the interactants'overlaps, intonation contours, sentence stresses, softener talks,

back-channels, pauses and silences. As for the suggested model, it covers ( 1) introducing the CA
convention to the learners, (2) raising the learners' awareness of the furn constructions and

allocations in naturally occurring English talks, and (3) giving learners opportunity to act out

fum-taking situation and evaluate their performance.

Kqruords: conversation analysis, turn-taking, English as a foreign language, pragmatic
competence
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Introduction

ConversationAnalysis (CA), as one of
the approaches in discourse study, has

showed its usefulness, relevance and

contribution to second or foreign language

teaching (Wong, 2002; Richard and

Seedhouse, 2005; Seedhouse, 2004). The

main argument for implementing CA inL2
teaching is how CAprovides both teachers

and learners with opportunities to work on

learners' pragmatic competence (Kasper,

t992) which builds on an important aspect

of language competence in general

(Bachman, 1990: Hall, 1995). Among all

aspects of CA, turn-taking, this is viewed as

how andwhen interactants claim, hold, and

release the floor to speak during interaction

(Sacks, 2004), is central to the approach.

This aspect informs an organizational form

of conversations that contribute to a more

understanding of interactants' turn-taking

management, motivation, and, more

importantly, pragmatic element within their

conduct. It is why this aspect is central to

CA. With regard to L2 teaching, gaining

such understanding through turn-taking

analysis has been claimed relevant to

promoting meaningful learning in L2

teaching context (McHoul, 1978; Wong,

2002; Seedhouse 2005; Wong and Waring,

2010). Attempting to lend support to this,

this present paper explores the relevance of

CA concept of taking-turn to L2 teaching

and learning in a specific English as a

Foreign Language (EFL) context in

Indonesian and provides a practical model

as a suggestionto the implementation ofthis

concept or analysis for teachers in the

particular context.

Teaching and Learning Context

This sectionprovides the description of
a particular context to help readers make

sense of the relevance of the turn-taking

concept to L2 teaching and the practical

model which serve as the major content of

this paper. The teaching context being

discussed in this paper is within the

framework of English for general purposes

(EGP) in an EFL country, Indonesia. The

learners are the first-year university

students, aged from l9-22,who have to take

an EGP course as one ofthe required course

for the BachelorArt (BA) degree in English

linguistics and literature. Prior to their

undergraduate study, these learners had

been learning English in formal setting

during their secondary school for about six

years. Due to this background and the fact

that they have aimed for English as their

major, most oftheir proficiency ranges from

intermediate to pre-advance although they

are still in the first year.

The EGP course aims to enhance the

learners' four language skills in using

English for some coflrmon daily situations

other than academic ones. It is taught in four

l00-minute meetings a week. [n this four-

meeting-a-week framework, the learners

have the opportunity to learn and practice

their reading, listening, speaking, and

writing skills. Most of the teachers in this
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context employ communicative language

teaching (CLT) approach to implement their

teaching practice in the classrooms. In this

regard, the teaching activities are designed

to aim for communicative competence and

the learners are expected to be able to use

English in a real-life context at the end of
the course.

The Relevance of Turn-Taking Analysis
toL2Teaching

As noted previously, some sfudies have

acknowledged the relevance of CA to L2
teaching. Button and Lee (1987) suggest

that CA's capability in revealing the 'social

organization of natural language-in-use'

appears to be the major reason for its
implications to L2 teaching and learning. In
this case, CAis able to capture the authentic

or real-life aspect of communication which
is undoubtedly significant to be learned by
L2learners so as to improve theirpragmatic

competence as an eflective communicator

(Bachman, 1990). This particular
competence becomes more and more
important for EFL teaching and leaming

due to the fact that the leamers have limited

access and exposure to English. Their main

access and source of exposure are from

formal setting or instruction. However,

Kasper (1992) points out that these

particular types of access and source are

quite problematic in a way that they do not

provide learners with authentic or real-life

based materials. Rather, they are developed

based on the perception of L2 teachers

which might not have sufficient knowledge

of how natural conversations should take

place. As a result, it is likely to be hard for

the learners to develop their pragmatic

competence while leaming English in the

classroom. As it seems to be the common

problem faced by both teachers and learners

in the EFL context, CA can be an alternative

to address or even solve the issue. In
response to the speciflc context being

discussed in this paper, CA-based teaching

is also proposed since developing the

pragmatic competence is also a huge

challenge despite the employment of CLT

that supposedly promotes the teaching of
pragmatics.

As the paper focuses on a specific CA

concept of turn-taking, it is deemed

necessary to firstly explore the concept of
the turn-taking so as to come up with some

features that can be transferredL2 teaching

in the context being discussed in the paper.

Sacks (2004) defines turn-taking as a
sequential organization of how the

interactants manage the floor to speak

during a nataral conversation. In terms of
the analytical point of view, turn
construction andturn allocation are likelyto
be the primary features which lead to the

interpretation of pragmatics of the

interactants (Barraja-Rohan, 2011). In
addition, these two features also include the

interactants' overlaps, intonation contours,

sentence stresses, softener talks, back-

channels, pauses and silences. Those sub-

features are relevant to be taught in the EFL
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classrooms as they might vary across

cultures (O'Grady andArchibald, 2009) and

the learners might rely on the way they

manage the turn-taking in their first
language when they interact in English

(Huth and Tale ghani -Nikazm, 200 6) .

A Practical Model of Tlrrn-Taking-Based

L2Teaching

After understanding the relevance of
the turn-taking analysis to the EFL

teaching, the next corlmon question is how

to implement itinthe EFlclassrooms. With

regard to this question, some studies have

suggested a teaching method or framework

that allows the learners to raise their

awareness of the concept and
implementation of tum-taking analysis and

practice in English and to try out or practice

their understanding while using English in

the conversation or interaction (Kasper,

2006; Huth and Taleghani-Nikazn, 2006;

Wong and Waring,2010).In other woids,

the teacher in the context should design

tasks or activities that provide the

opportunities for the learners to be aware of
the concept of turn constructions and

allocations in a text and to put them into

their own practice.

The first thing that the teacher should

do in order to develop CA-based teaching

and learning with a particular focus on the

turn-taking is to introduce the CA

convention to the learners. Of course, the

teachers should be thoughtful in
introducing it in a way that too technical

terms should be avoided to prevent

confusion among the learners. Multimedia

can be used to support the explanation ofthe

convention. It will give the learners the

most understanding of the convention since

they are able to relate the symbols in the

convention to the real-talk. In fact, the

teacher can design a fill-in the gap task in

the listening class in orderto familiarize the

learners with the convention. The leamers

are given a sheet which contains a spoken

text written using a particular CA
convention) with some gaps and have to filI
inthe gaps while listeningtothe recording.

After the leamers understand the CA

conventions, the next stage is to raise the

learners'awareness of the turn
constructions and allocations in naturally

occurring English talks. Wong and Waring

(20 I 0) and Barraja-Rohan (20 I 1 ) argue that

this stage is crucial in the CA-based

teaching and learning since it provides the

leamers with an opportunity to notice the

different system in the target language as

compared to the one in their first language.

Inthis stage, the teachermightwantto focus

on a particular communicative situation to

engage the learners in this teaching

methodology. Afterwards, the recording of
naturally occurring talks in the chgsen

situation needs to be obtained. This might

be quite challenging for the teacher since he

or she cannot rely on the textbook in

response to finding the authentic materials

(Wong, 2002; Huth, 2005). However, the

advance of internet and technology
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nowadays, such as YouTub e arrd internet TV,

makes it easier for the teachers to obtain

those authentic materials. With these

recordings or materials, the teacher can

provide the learners with the script of the

recordings (wriuen in CAconventions) and

ask them to analyze the furn-taking features

in the script. Huth and Taleghani-Nikazm's

(2006) study on sequential tum in phone

talk can be a good model to follow. In this

regard, the teacher can direct the learners'

attention to some particular turns in the

conversation and analyze either how the

interactants are likely to construct or
allocate the turns. Further, the learners can

also discuss some more specific features,

like overlaps, back-channels, pauses, etc.

Regardless the focus of the turn-taking

feature being aimed in the instruction, the

Ieamers' analysis and discussion should

result in a pattern or conclusion of how the

interactants manage their conversation in
relation to the feature itself. This pattern or

conclusion, then, is compared to the pattern

or conclusion the learners have in their first
language. For example, Huth and

Taleghani-Nikazm (2006) point out the

quentialpattem ofphone talk in the target

Ianguage and let the learners in their study

to compare it with the one in their first

knguage. This whole activity is likely to
Ecilitate the learners'noticing the different

system in both language and raise their

awareness of the turn-taking system in the

target language, English.

The next stage is the practice or

experimental stage. In this stage, the

learners are expected to practice similar
situation in the recording. Acting out the

similarsituation allows the learners to apply

the particular feature of turn-taking, being

analyzed and discussed in the previous

stage, duringthe interaction. This is claimed

to contribute positively to the process of
acquiring the taking-turn feature (Wong and

Waring, 2010; Barraja-Rohan,2011) as an

output owns a learning opportunity to

hypothesize both linguistic and pragmatic

elements within an ufferance (Swain, 1995;

Crabbe, 2003). In this regard, the teachers

can design a role-play task so as to allow the

learners to practice the similar situation.

Afterwards, it is suggested that the learners

evaluate their role-play performance in
relation to the use of the turn-taking feature

during the interaction. Barraja-Rohan

(2011) reasons that encouraging the
learners to self-evaluate their performance

positively affects their pragmatic learning.

In addition, peer evaluation and talks in
reference to the furn-taking feature is also

encouraged to do after the practice time.

During peer evaluation and talks, the

learners are able to get feedback in a more

secure way as compared to the teacher's

feedback. Another thing is that the more the

learners talk about how they use the turn-

taking feature in their interaction, the more

likely the acquisition takes place.

In conclusion, the CA-based teaching

is relevant to the specific context being

discussed in this paper. The awareness-

i
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raising and practice model has been

proposed to facilitate the learning of turn-

taking feature. Raising the learners'

awareness of the feature at the first place,

and providing the opportunity to practice

the feature in the latter stage are deemed to

be significant in a sense of help the learners

acquire the feature in their language system.
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Introduction

Today, the growth of English for
Specific Purpose becomes one of the
prominent areas of EFL teaching in line

with the growth of vocational high school

and technology. Suyitno et al (2014) stated

that recently Indonesia has been facing

three big problems; unemployment,
poverfy, and global competition. to solve

those three problems, Indonesia should be

able to strengthen the human resource

through quality education. Then, Vocational

high schools are growth rapidly as the

solution of professional jobs that need

qualified employee. English become the

requirement to be qualified employee.

While technology forces everypeople who

have professional skills to build a

communication among others across the

nation. As we know, the only language that

is regarded as international language is

English. Thus, ESP growth to meet their
need as Hutchinson in Anthony (2010 )
stated that ESP is an approach to language

teaching in which all decisions as to content

and method are based on the learner's

reason for learning. It means, ESP helps the

students to understand the language of their

learnings'division.

In addition, the agreement among

ASEAN countries about the use of English

as the language of communication in
ASEAN Economic Community is also

supports the growth of ESP. The
implementation of AEC in the end of this
year,2015, stimulates the teachers to design

the materials that meet the need in
instifution or aprofessional work situation.

In teaching and learning process,

teachers start the activities by deciding what
learning goals should be achieved, what

content should be taught to the students,

what students' schemata have already
acquired and what techniques should be

implemented. Various techniques of
teaching help the teacher to decide the best

method that meets the students' need.

This research focuses on the dominant
teaching technique that is used by the

English teacher in the language classroom

at SMK Muhammadiyah I Kepanjen. This
school is known as a favourite school in
Kepanjen-Malang and chosen as the pilot-
project school by government. So that,

since two years ago, this school has

implemented K-13 in their classroom
interaction. In this paper, the researcher is

proposed the statement of the problem

about what the dominant teaching
technique for vocational high school at

SMK Muhammadiyah I Kepanjen is. The

purpose of the research is to know the

dominantteaching technique that is usedby
the English teacher in language classroom

at SMK Muhammadiyah. Hopefully, it
gives other overview about teaching
technique to other teachers in the same or
different vocational high school.

English For Specific Purposes

However, ESL and ESP diverge not
only in the nature of learner, but also in the



aim of instruction. In ESL, all of the four

skills; listening, speaking, reading and

writing are stressed equally. English

Specific Purposes skills are needed in
particularprofessional job. As the example

in business administration, reading skill is

emphasized than other skill. Hutchinson

and Waters (1987) in Bojovic define ESP

as an approach rather than a product. It
means ESP does not involve a particular

kind of language, teaching material or

methodology. In ESP the materials are

given based on previous need analysis

related in content to particular disciplines,

occupation and activities.

Traditionally, Hutchinson & Waters in

Negrea (2010) divided ESP into two main

areas: 1. English for Academic Purposes

(EAP) 2. English is for Occupational

Purposes (EOP). EAP involves pre-

experience, simultaneous/in-service and

post-experience courses. Whereas EOP for

study in specific discipline (pre-study, in-

study, and post-study). Both of EAP and

EOP are divided according to discipline or

professionalarea, such as 1) EAP involves

English for (Academic) Science and

Technology (EST), English for
(Academic) Medical Purposes (EMP),

English for (Academic) Legal Purposes

@LP), and English for Management,

Finance and Economics (EMFE); 2) EOP

includes English for Professional Purpose

(English for Medical Purposes, English for

Business Purposes -EBP) and English for

Vocational Purposes/non-professional
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(Pre-vocational English and Vocational

English).

The types of ESP mentioned above,

help the teacher to classifu the suitable

materials for their students. The students of
vocational high school learned the

materials that can be categorized as EOP

that is English forVocational Purposes.

In ESP, the teachers must be able to

switch from one professional field to
another without being obliged because

they are not specialists in the field but in

teaching English, their subject is English

for the profession but not the profession in

English. Therefore, they help students to

develop the essential skills in
understanding, using and presenting the

materials/authentic information in their

profession.

ESP teachers should bring the
necessary tools, framework and principles

of course design to apply them to new

material. Moreover, the teaching of
English for Specific Purpose (ESP) is quite

different with teaching English for general

English. The most importance difference

lies in the learners and their purpose for
learning English. Most of ESP students are

adult learners who already have some

acquaintance with English and their
professional skill. So the materials and the

techniques of teaching must really up to

date and relevant to their needs. According

to Anthony in his article entitled "English

for Specific Purpose: What does it mean?

Why is it different" stated that teachers
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nowadays, however, are much more aware

of the importance of needs analysis, and

certainly materials writers think very

carefully about the goals of learners at all

stages of materials production. It means

the selection of materials that meet the

needs of the students in learning ESP had

been selected carefully in order to achieve

the goals oflearning.

In Teaching ESR the materials will
upgrade the learners understanding if the

language instruction is focuses on the

language use in particular job-related

functions, as example the use of English

language for engineering. Hence, in
teaching ESR the English teacher should

have two background knowledge; English

knowledge and job-related function
knowledge. By knowing both of the

knowledge, the teachers are able to design

the classroom instruction or teaching

technique that meet their need in learning

ESP.

Cooperative Learning

Cooperative learning is the methodthat

let the students to be independence learners

because it helps students become a rcal

language user in and out of English

Classroom (Meng, 2010). Also, it is

defined as a set of instructional methods

through which students are encouraged to

work on academic tasks (Al-Tamimi,

2014).In cooperative learning the students

are from various abilities, gender,

nationalities and different level of social

skills carry out their learning process

(Bolukbas, Keskin&Polat, 2011) through

search, discuss, ask and answer, and

participate in problems' solving situations

(Belmekki&Kebiri, 2014). In addition the

views that cooperative experiences result

in greater psychological health and higher

self-esteems was supported by Ning(20 I 0)

in his research that cooperative learning is

better than traditional methods in
improving students' self-confi dence.

In Cooperative Learning, students

work in small groups to help one another in
leaming academic content. The teaching

and leaming process using Cooperative

Learning techniques is a leamer-centered

paradigm which has gained popularity as

alternative to the lecture-based paradigm.

Johnson & Johnson in Retnaningsih (20 1 0)

stated much of the current research

revolves around the notion that CL has

positive effects on various outcomes. It is
improved the students' TOEIC score,

Students' interest toward TOEIC class, and

Students' activity in TOEIC Class.
(Retnaningsih, 2010). Also Pan & Wu

(2013) suggested the use of cooperative

learning instruction in university-level

EFL reading class because it is created a

significantly positive effect on Student

motivation toward learning English
reading.

According to Johnson, Johnson and Smith

in Jones & Jones (2008) proposed the

elements to build a relationship among a

group in coqerative learning, there are five

elelmts:



I. Positivelnterdependence.Students

must believe they are linked with other

sfudents in such a way that one cannot

succeedunless the other group member

also succeeds. If the success of every

group member depends on the success

of every member the interdependence

is created. Under optimal conditions, it
necessitates the sharing of resources,

the provision of mutual support and

encouragement, and acknowledgement

ofjoint successes.

2. Face:to-Face Promotes
Interaction It occurs when individuals

encourage and facilitate each group

member's efforts to achieve group

goals. Sfudents are expected to explain

to each other how to solve problems,

discuss with each other the material

being explained, and provide each

other with help, support, and
encouragement.

3. Individual Accountability. The
overall objective of cooperative
learning group is to help each member

become a stronger individual. To

ensure that the performance of each

student has to be evaluated feedback to

be given both to the individual and to

the group. According to Johnson &

. Johnson in Jones & Jones (2008),

individual accountability can be

promoted by: keeping the size of the

group small; giving an individual test

to each student; calling on students in
the class randomly and asking them to
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present the group work to the entire

class; observing how members of each

group interact with other group
members to explain new material to the

rest of the group; requiring that each

sfudent teaches what he or she learned

to a fellow group member or to
someone from another group.

4. Social Skills. That element involves

appropriate use of small-group and

interpersonal skills. Instructors should

not assume that every student has tho

necessary social skills to work
effectively with other group members.

They should teach their students

leadership, trust-building, decision-

making, communication, and conflict-
solving skills just as thoroughly as they

would teach academic skills.

5 . Group Processing.It is a vital aspect

of CL. It requires group members to

evaluate their functions and
contributions, to the group. Gp
increases learning dramatically and

builds a sense of responsibility as well
as helps groups work more effectively.

When these components are
incorporated into small groups work,
the activities become cooperative
learning structures and can make a

difference in the students' academic

and social skills development.

All of the components are related each

other. Start form build a positive
interdepeirdence among the group then the

face to face promotes interaction will
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stimulates them to share and discuss the

materials. The result of this technique will
support themselves to be stronger

individual so they can socialize and criticize

others member of the group.

ResearchMethodology

The research design of this study is

descriptive qualitative research. The

researcher used classroom observation

notes or field notes as the instrument in

collecting the data. The infonnants of the

research are the English teacher of SMK

Muhammadiyah 1 Kepanjen. In data

analysis the researcher categorizes and

analyzes the data.

Research Findings and I)iscussion

In the research findings, the data taken

from the field notes of classroom

observation is conducted on the different

days. The first day is on Tuesday, May 5

2015 andthe second is onTuesday,May 12

20015. The reason why there were two

times of observation because the bell for

rest time is rang in the first meeting of
teaching learning process, so that the class

was ended when the group still discuss the

topic ofmaterials.

Class : XTKJ(Technicalcomputer

&Network) I

Date : Tuesday, May 5 2015

Topic :AskingandGivingDirection

MemberofStudents : 38Students

1. Theteachergreetsthe students.

2. The teacher asks the students to

answerthe questions based on some

materials discussed in the last

meeting.

3. The teacher corrects the students

mistakes in speaking the word and

asks himto repeat again.

4. The teacher uses Bilingual
language.

5. The teacher creates a joyful
atmosphere by giving a joke in
Indonesialanguage.

6. The teacher asks the students to

guess the meaning ofthe words.

7. The teacher informs the meaning of
somewords.

8. The teacher controls the situation of
the class when it is in crowded

situation.

9. The teacher informs and advices the

students when the topic of materials

isaboutsmoke.

10. The teacher uses Javanese

Language also in teaching-
Learning.

11. The teacher introduces the new

topic of materials entitled " Asking

andGivingDirection".

12. The teacher asks the students to give

an example related to the topic.

13. The teacher stimulates the students

to give an example related to ttre

topic even in Indonesia language.

14. The teacher chooses some students

to give an example related to the

topic.

15. The teacher explains the technical



terms used in asking and giving

direction.

16. The teacher stimulates the students

to add the technical term.

17. The teacher gives a chance to the

students to write the technical

terms.

18. The teacher asks the students to

discuss in a pair about the topic.

19. The teacher ends the class and

reminds them to discuss and present

the materials for next meeting.

In the following day, the classroom

observation is continued in order to get the

complete data about the teaching technique

that is used by the teacher. Here are the data

that is taken from the field notes on Tuesday,

l['[ay1220,l5.

Class :XTKJ(Technicalcomputer) I
Date : Tuesday,May 122015

Topic :AskingandGivingDirection

MemberofStudents : 38 Students

1. The teacher reminds the students for

the last group task in the last

meeting.

2. The teacher asks some group of
students to present the result of
discussion.

3. The teacher repeats the prompt of
. the task "giving direction from

SMK Muhammadiyah to Kepanjen

Market".

4. The teacher lets the students to use

Indonesian language because no

onecomeforward.
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5. The teacher motivates the students

tocomeforward.

6. The teacher chooses the students to

presentthetask.

7. The teacher reminds the students to

focus and check the technical term

used by the students.

8. The teacher corrects the sfudents'

mistake who present the task
immediately.

9. The teacher asks the students who

come forward to repeat once more

thepresentation.

10. The teacher discuss the technical

term used by the students who come

forward.

11. The teacher asks the students to

translate the technical terms into

English.

Belokkanan : Tumright

Belokkiri : Turnleft

Lurus : Go ahead/straight

on

Pertengahan :Tjunction

JalanKecil :FootPath

Makam : GraveYard

RelKeretaApi :RailWay

Perempatan :CrossRoad

JalanBesar :MainStreet

PosKampling : GuardPost

lZ.The teacher ask the other group to

presentthetask.

13. The teacher reminds the students to

check the technical terms used by

thepresenters.

14. The teacher closes the teaching
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learning process.

The findings are classified into

three phase of teaching and learning

process. They are:

a. Pre-Teaching

1. The teacher introduces the

new topic of materials entitled "
Asking and Giving Direction".

2. The teacher asks the
students to give an example

relatedto the topic.

3. The teacher stimulates the

students to give an example

related to the topic even in

Indonesia language.

4. The teacher chooses some

students to give an example

related to the topic.

In pre-teaching phase, the teacher asks

the students in order to know the

students schemata or background

knowledge related to the topic
discussed on that day, that is " Asking

and Giving Direction". It is conducted

on Tuesday, May 5 2015.

b. Whilst-Teaching

1. The teacher explains the

technical terms used in asking

and giving direction.

2. The teacher stimulates the

students to add the technical

term.

3. The teacher gives a chance

to the students to write the

technicalterms.

4. The teacher asks

students to discuss in a

aboutthetopic.

The teacher ends the class

and reminds them to discuss and

present the materials for next

meeting.

The teacher asks some

group ofstudents to present the

result ofdiscussion.

The teacher repeats the

prompt of the task "giving
direction from SMK
Muhammadiyah to Kepanjen

Market".

The teacher lets the students

to use Indonesian language

because no one come forward.

The teacher motivates the

sfudents to come forwardn front

ofthe class.

10. The teacher chooses the

students to presentthe task.

11. The teacher reminds the

students to focus and checks the

technical term used by the

students.

12. The teacher corrects the

students' mistake who present

thetaskimmediately.

13. The teacher asks the
sfudents who come forward to

repeat once more the
presentation.

14. The teacher discuss the

technical term used by the

the
pair

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.



students who come forward in

front ofthe class.

15. The teacher asks the
students to translate the

technical terms into English

Belokkanan : Turnright

Belokkiri : Turnleft

Lurus : Go
ahead/straight on

Pertengahan : Tjunction
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translated into English language.

c. Post-Teaching

1. The teacher reminds the students to

understand the technical terms used

by the presenters.

2. The teacher closes the teaching

leamingprocess.

In post teaching phase, the teacher asks

the students to kept attention to the technical

terms that learned today. Based on the steps

of activities used in the pre *teaching,

whilst teaching and post-teaching phase, it
can be concluded that small group

discussion (SGD) is chosen as the dominant

teaching technique. Even it is known as

teaching technique in cooperative learning

approach that known as the promising

method in teaching English.

Conclusion

Perhaps, the result of this analysis give

a positive contribution to the teacher in

vocational high school that the promising

teaching method cannot give the best result

in learning outcomes due to the amount of
meeting which is only 2 hours in a week.

Then, it is better to give additional time for

learning English in vocational high school.
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16. The teacher asks the other group to

presentthetask.
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Abstroctz This paperpresents findings about English department students beliefs regarding the

barriers they face in engaging with writing skill at University of Muhammadiyah Malang. The

participants were 20 from third semester majoring English language education. The students

represented engaged writers and reluctant writers from the English Language Education

Department. Results suggest that interest in a topic and the perceived relevance ofthe task to the

students is the main factor influencing engagement. Other findings suggest that reluctant writers

are more likely to be influenced by lecturer, self-belief, and knowledge and skill factors than

engaged writers, who are more likely to want choice and control over their writing. some gender

differences also appeared; in particular girls appeared to be more aware of the influence of self-

belief factors on engagement, and reluctant girls were particularly influenced by lecturer

factors. This study informs English lecturers of factors that are important in improving the

engagement of students in writing course.
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Introduction

The purpose of the study reported

here was to explore student beliefs and

thought about the writing class they were

enrolled as one of the courses to achieve

sarjana degree and how they felt about it. In

particular, study focused on the potential

barriers to engaging with writing that the

students identified, and on what lecturers of
English could do to improve engagement. It
was expected that students would be able to

clearly describe what they found de-

motivating about writing course they were

enrolled in the departrnent. The result from

these focus discussion give some clear

indications of what is needed to improve

student engagement on writing.

In this article the term'engagement'

is used because it is a useful meta-construct

for discussing complex tasks such as

writing (Fredricks, Blumenfeld & Paris,

2004). Engagement has three dimensions:

behavioral, emotional and cognitive, and all

three are relevant when discussing

engagement with writing skill. Students

need to be more than just behaviorally

involved in a course to be'engaged'. Rather,

it is the quality of thought and purpose that

they bring to their involvement that is

crucial to being'engaged'. While there has

been a significant amount of comment on

how to improve student engagement in

writing, particularly by advocate of the

'process' approach to teaching writing

(Pritchard & Honeycutt, 2}06;),little ofthis

work actuallyrefers to the growing research

into motivation (Hidi & Boscolo,2007;).

Although we now seem to have a good

understanding of the processes involved in

writing, we have a lot to learn about how to

develop motivation to write (Bruning &
Horn, 2000). In an activity as complex as

writing, issues of engagement assume great

importance as it is necessary for developing

writers to persist and practice skills to

become proficient for their future pathways.

Recent reports into students' writing

highlight that the writing performance of
adolescents is of concern. In the English

Language Education Department,
University of Muhammadiyah Malang, for

example, reports on teaching learning

process analysis of writing achievement of
students from first year to fourth year

concludes that the writing skills of many

English department students are no better

than that of expected by the department,

reaching the level of good writing skill

(IELTS writing score of 5 and TOEFL 525).

The results are ofconcem because students

need to be able to express their thought and

knowledge effectively in writing if they are

to participate actively in society as future

English teacher. In fact, they are attending

one of the departments at University level

and have learned linguistics knowledge on

English. If they are reluctant to write at

school, students may find themselves

unable to engage fully with society that

requires proficiency in many written
genres. English lecturers of UMM know

that as many students progrcss through the
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study their English proficiency is out of
expectation. It is the purpose ofthis study to

help lecturers understand what turns

students on or off writing so that we can

improve their engagement with this

essential skill.

Method

Participants were 20 (I2 girls and 8

boys) year 2 students. Focus groups were

formed with students on the basis of their

level of reluctance to write. Two focus

group were formed, each of ten students.

This provided enough variety of responses

and experiences to keep new ideas flowing,

but was small enough that every person

could feel heard (Krueger & Casey, 2000;

Morgan, 1997). A11 students in the groups

had completed a questionnaire designed

specifically for this study that measured

their level of engagement with writing prior

to involvement inthe focus groups.

The questionnaire was administered

to the second year sfudents during a writing

skill class. The students in the group

reflected differences in levels of
engagement with writing skill, coming

from either the top or bottom quartile of
scores from the questionnaire administered

in the class. The focus groups began with

the researcher (as the facilitator) describing

the purpose of the group and briefly stating

the kinds of questions or topics that would

be covered in the SO-minute discussions.

The students were asked to respond to a

range of guiding questions about what types

of writing they liked or disliked and what

helped or hindered their engagement with

writing in classroom situations.

During the 50 minute discussions

the students spontaneously clarified and

elaborated on each other's comments and

clearly felt able to agree or disagree with

one another. To ensure the actual words and

behaviors of the participants in the research

were recorded accurately, the focus group

sessions were audio-taped (Morgan, 1971).

the researcher facilitated each of the goups

to ensure consistency of approach in the

discussions. A11 of the audio-tapes were

later transcribed verbatim.

The transcripts generated from the

audio-tapes were read through carefully

once by the researcher, notes were made

summarizing significant or noteworthy

comments and identifying themes that

emerged during these first readings. The

participant responses were divided up to

units of meaning (i.e., quotes on particular

topics) and these were then grouped into

larger categories. These categories were

initially based on the discussion prompts

put to the groups but were amended to

reflect the broad themes that emerged in the

comments. Finally, each student
response was analysed and coded. The unit

of analysis used in the coding was the

expression of a'complete idea' (comment).

This meant it was possible for the response

to containmore than one idea andthus result

in more than one coding category.
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Results

From the complete ideas
(comments) from across the groups were

coded and placed into one of six themes.

The six themes were interest/relevance

factors, environmental factors, lecturer

factors, choice or control factors, self-belief

factors and knowledge or English skill

factors.

Group commonalities

Results show that interest in a topic,

or its perceived relevance is the

predominant factor that the students

athibute to engagement with writing tasks.

This was a coillmon finding across both the

engaged and reluctant groups. The other

corlmon finding between the groups was

the influence of environmental factors.

Interest/Relevance Factors

The most significant themes to

come through the focus group discussions

was the importance of interest in a topic and

the perceived relevance that the students

felt about the writing tasks they were asked

to do. In total, comments related to this

theme (whether positive or negative)

accounted for 36Yo of all the comments the

students made. In each grouP, this area was

by far the most commented on bY the

students. This suggests that for these

students, who are comfortable in their

ability to write and who enjoy writing

overall, their interest in a topic and its

perceived relevance to thern is by far the

most signfficant factor influencing their

engage,ment. Shrdents were also concerned

about how often they were given topics to

write about they perceived of as having no

relevance to their own lives or goals, or

where they could not even see the need for

doingthewritingtask.

Environmental factors

After interest/relevance the next

largest category for overall comments

being made was the influence of
environmental factors on student

engagement with writing. The

environmental factors included working at

home or university, working alone or

collaboratively, the classroom atmosphere

and also the medium that was used to do the

writing and the time given to writing tasks.

Both groups of writers appear to find the

same environmental factors enhance or

hinder engagement with writing. For

example, all groups commented on the fact

that they usually preferred to work on

computers rather than handwriting for their

writing tasks. The reasons for this ranged

from finding it physically easier to type

than to handwrite through to preferring the

end look of what they had produced on the

computer. It was also noted that disruptive

or distracting students in classes hinder

engagement. This theme was important in

all groups but there were a few points of
difference between the engaged and

reluctantwriters.
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Group differences
The most strikrng differences that

emerged between the two groups of stu-
dents were in the frequency of comments
made about the importance of lecturer
support and the influence choice and
control factors had on levels ofengagement.
Reluctant girls made the most comments
about the effects of lecturer influences on
their engagement with writing, and the
reluctant groups expressed more negative
beliefs about themselves as writers. The
analysis shows that there were some
differences in the frequencies of comments
made between the'engaged' and'reluctant'
gloups.

Lecturerfactors

The most significant area of
difference between engaged and reluctant

students was the contrast in the number of
comments made on the influence of lecturer

factors. The following comments from

students in the reluctant writer groups

highlight lecturer behaviors that the

students felt would affect their engagement

withtheirwork.

Student l: Some lecturers just explain it, to the
point where they think that they've
done enough explaining... and then
they look at us like we should lcnow by
now.

Student9: Lecturers are good when they're not,
like, too strict but when they will help
you and listm to you.

Student 14: Explain things properly. Instead ofjust
makingus writing it down andwe don't

_ knowwhattodo.
Student 15: The way they teach it. Lecturers need

to explain things better.

Choice and control factors

The result suggested that engaged

students were likely to be more aware that

being able to adapt or mould tasks to suit

their particular interests, or strengths in

terms of writing geffe, were important in
motivating them to do their best with the

writing.
Student 3: [You shouldJ have choice about your

topics and what to write about.
Student 6: If you give people topics that they are

interested in or motivated about that
helps.

Studentl l: [I like creative writing becauseJ
it gives you thefreedom to do what
youwant.

Student 17; [I don't likeJ formal writing and
essays where you've got like, I don't
lonw a rigid way of doing il.

The students also expressed the fact

that they experienced very few
opportunities to choose any of their own

writing tasks. This latter group disliked

writing so much, however, thatthe abilityto

choose between different types of writing

tasks made little difference to their overall

engagement, because any task that
involved writing was regarded in the same

negative light.

Self-belief factors

The results inform that reluctant

students may be more aware that belief in

themselves as writers plays a potentially

important part in determining levels of
motivation or engagement with writing

tasks. It is also possible that for girls self-

belief issues may be more important in

terms of how much they will engage with

writing tasks than forboys.

, .Groups made only passing
comments about how a sense of failure

might stop (other) students from wanting to
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write, another group spoke personally

about how experiencing failure, or

believing that they would fail, was an

important factor in hindering their
engagement with writing.

Student 2: I hate lcnowing how dumb I am. Like,
beingin a low class ljustfeel like shit
and don't want to do any work.

Student4: Peoplejustthinkllcnowl'mnotgoing
to do well so what's the point of
trying.

Student l2: Ifyou thinkyou're going to do badly
people think they're just not going
to do well so it's stops them trying.

Student 14: I worry about the lecturer marking it
all the time.

Student 15: I was never any good at writing at
school.

Students 20: Yeah. I used to write quite a
lot qt Intermediate,'cos itwas
easy and now the standards
got too hard and it's just
really boring

Knowledge. skill and learning factors

The analyses suggests that for
reluctant writers much of their reluctance

may arise from a feeling that they do not

know what to do for a task or how to
approach a task and that they don't know

what to write about in terms of content.

Many of the reluctant writers in this study

mentioned being required to write about

topics about which they had no background

knowledge and that this had a negative

impact on how motivated they were to

attemptthetask.

Discussion

The students in this study were able

to make some very clear statements about

what aspects ofwriting tasks improved their

engagement. Overwhelmingly, interest in

and perceived relevance of the tasks they

were asked to write about were the main

factors that made sfudents more or less

engaged. Interest in a topic is thought to

have positive influences on a student's

writing because it links what students know

about a topic with what they value. For

example, high levels of topic knowledge,

interest and discourse knowledge have all

been found to have positive impacts on the

quality of narrative wdting in ninth $ade
and undergraduate students (Shell,
Bruning, & Colvin, 1995). This was

supported by the results of this study where

many of the reasons students gave to

explain why they preferred some topics or

types of writing over others had to do with

their topic knowledge or knowledge of how

to write in that style of writing. This seems

particularly important with the most

reluctant writers who often lack both the

skills in how to write in particular styles, as

well as lacking topic knowledge to have

anything to actually write about. The

implication for teaching is that we should be

careful to give students the opportunity to

write on topics they are knowledgeable

about and to teach them the topic and dis*

course knowledge they need to be able to do

thetask.

Although Bruning & Horn (2000)

have noted that there is still not a lot of
empirical evidence about the importance of
providing students with 'authentic' tasks,
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this study strongly supports the conclusion

that students need to see the links between

the work required of them and the real world

or the personal goals they have set for

themselves. Providing students with real

audiences or purposes to direct their writing
helps build an awareness of audience in
them as writers, and helps connect with
theirpersonal interests and goals. Ifwe only
give sfudents writing tasks that have no real

context or a purpose that makes no

connections with what the student values or
perceives as being important we cannot

blame them for having little interest in
trying to communicate their knowledge and

ideas. One of the issues in undergraduate

level that may affect lecturers' ability to give

authentic writing tasks is the pressure

exerted by the society expectation. These

privilege a small number of writing tasks

and also decrease the authenticityby setting

very short and controlled time constraints

on the production of the writing, and often

only have the artificial audience of the

'assessor'. The effect of these qualifications

on student writing and motivation needs to

be further examined. The results of this

study support previous research that shows

that engagement is also influenced by
students' perceptions of lecturer warmth

and interest in them and their work
(Wentzel, 1997\. This was especially
evident in the results of the reluctant group.

The reasons behind this result need further

investigation, but it is possible that reluctant

group is more affected by perceptions of

lecturer supportbecause they may share the

stereotypical view that group shouldbe able

to write better than other and that they

should enjoy it more (Pajares, 2003). Rather

than attributing their reluctance to write as

something that they are able to control and

manage themselves, the reluctant girls in
this study appear to place more
responsibility for their engagement at the

feet of the lecturers than other groups of
students.

The present sfudy also supports

previous research that self-perception and

belief is an important factor influencing

levels of engagement with a task (Klassen,

2002; Pajares & Valiante,2006). People's

beliefs about their abilities in particular

domains are known to be important in
motivating them to do what they can to

achieve. One area that needs future
research, however, is the suggestion in this

study that girls seemed more aware of the

effect of self-belief on engagement.

Conclusion

The goal of this study was to find out what

students felt helped or hindered their

engagement with writing skill class. This

study supports the findings ofprior research

identifring four conditions that are required

to enhance the motivation to write. Namely,

(1) Nurture students' functional beliefs

about writing. (2) Foster student
engagement through authentic writing
goals and contexts. (3) Provide a supportive

context for writing. (4) Create a positive

]l
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emotional environment in which to

(Bruning & Hom, 2000). In addition,

study suggests that lecturer of English can

improve the engagement of their students in

writing tasks by: (a) allowing students

choice in their tasks wherever possible; (b)

explaining the purpose and relevance of
each task; (c) allowing students chances to

collaborate on tasks; (c) being open to

negotiation about deadlines, task
expectations etc so that students perceive

them as realistic; (d) ensuring students have

understood all of the components in the

task; (e) ensuring students have been taught

the knowledge and skills or strategies

needed to complete the task successfully

and (f) giving feedback that is constructive

anddetailed.
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FACTORS INFLUENCING THE MOTIVATION OF THE STUDENTS
F'ROM THAILAND IN CHOOSING ENGLISH DEPARTMENT IN UNIVERSITY OF

MI]HAMMADIYAH MALANG

Faradila Kumalasari'
Soeparto'

Ahstract: Motivation is the force that energizes and directs a person to do something or to
determine a choice. In choosing study program, motivation is very important and needed by the
students, because it will influence the result ofthe study. Different motivation that students have
will give different result in studying. This study was intended to describe the factors that
motivate the students from Thailand, and to investigate the most dominant factor that motivates
the students from Thailand in choosing English Department in University of Muhammadiyah
Malang.

This study used quantitative research design. The subjects of the study were
sixteenstudents from Thailand in English Department in University of Muhammadiyah
Malang. To collect the data, the researcher used Likert Scale Questionnaire.

The result of this research found that there were thirteen factors which representing
extrinsic and intrinsic motivation. Seven factors were categorized as intrinsic motivation, they
were: self-esteem, self-acfualization, self-determination, self-efficacy, attribution, engaged
participation in learning communities and maintaining identity through participation in
activities of group. Six factors were categoized as extrinsic motivation they were:
reinforcement, rewards, punishment, incentives, social relationship and classroom climate.
Based on the result of the study, it was found that the mean scote obtained by the students in
intrinsic factors is 74.40 while the mean score of extrinsic factors is 68.68. Thus, it can be
concluded that the students' intrinsic motivation was higher or more dominant than their
extrinsic motivation.
Key words z Motivationr lntrinsic Factors, Extrinsic Factors.
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Introduction

English is an official language of more

than fifty countries in the world and it also

becomes an international language. Many

students are studying English because of
several reasons. First, English will help

them to get a good career. In addition,

nowadays almost all companies need

employees with good ability in using

English. The second reason is the students

will be able to communicate with more

people if they are able to speak English

proficiently. English is often known as the

most common "bridge" language in the

world. It is also a common language in

tourismworldwide.

In this study, the researcher analyzes

the motivation of students from Thailand in

choosing to study English. According to

Brown (2007: 168), motivation is yet

another affective variable to consider, but

one that is so central with research

foundations that are so pervasive that it
deserves a separate category. In addition,

according to Santrocks (2011: 438)

motivation is the process that energizes,

direct, and sustain behavior. It is the reason

why people behave, think, and feel the way

they do. In learning, motivation is necessary

for the students because if they do not have

it, they would not do anything. Also,

motivation is the most important factor in

learning. The learner who has high

motivation in learning language mighthave

high proficiency in their ability to master

the language. Based on those reasons, the

researcher is interested in conducting a

studyaboutmotivation.

Indonesia and Thailand are non-

English speaking countries, but many

students from Thailand are interested in

taking English Department at University of
Muhammadiyah Malang Indonesia. This

study tries to investigate what factors

influencing the Thai students in studying

English in University of Muhammadiyah

Malang.

Definition of Motivation

Motivation is important in language

leaming because it can serve both as an

objective and as a means for further

achievement in all educational objective.

Santrocks (2011: 438) defines that

motivation is the process that energize,

direct, and sustain behavior. The study of
motivation focuses on how and why people

initiate the action toward specific goals,

how intensively they are involved in the

activity, how persisted they are in their

attempt to reach the goals and what they are

thinking and feeling along.

Perspective of Motivation

According to Santrock (2011:438)

there are four perspectives of motivatioa,

those are behavioral, humanistic, cognitive,

andsocial.

The Behavioral Perspective

,Behavioral perspective explains
motivation with concept as "rewards" and
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"incentive". Areward is an attractive object

or event supplied as a consequence. An
incentive is an object or event that

encourages or discourage behavior.

The Cognitive Perspective

Cognitive perspective of motivation

also developed as a reaction to the

behavioral views. Cognitive perspective

believe that behavior is determined by our

thinking, simply by whether we have

reward or punished for the behavior in the

past.

The Humanistic Perspective

The humanistic perspective emphasizes

on such as intrinsic sources ofmotivation as

a person's need for "se1f-actualization", the

inborn "achtalizing tendency" or the need

for s elf-determinati on.

The Social Learning Perspective

Social learning perspective of
motivation are integrations of behavioral

and cognitive approaches. They take

account both the behaviorist' concem with

the effects or outcomes of behavior and

cognitivists' in the impact of individual

beliefs and expectation.

Kinds ofMotivation

Motivation is also typically examined

in terms of the intrinsic and extrinsic

motives of the learner Those who learn for

their own self-perceived needs and goals

are intrinsically motivated, and those who

pursue a goal only to receive an external

reward from someone else are extrinsically

motivated.

Intrinsic Motivation

Intrinsic motivation involves the

internal motivation to do something for its

own sake (an end in itself). For example, a

student may study hard for a test because

she/ he enjoys the content ofthe course.

Ryan and Deci in Santrock (2011:441)

current evidence strongly favors
establishing a classroom climate in which

students are intrinsically motivated to learn.

For example, a study of third grade through

eighth grade students found that intrinsic

motivation was positively linked with
grades and standardized test scores whereas

extrinsic motivation was negatively related

to achievement outcomes Santrock
(2011:44r).

Extrinsic Motivation

Brown (2000: 172) statedthat extrinsic

motivation is fueled by the anticipation of a

reward from outside and beyond the self.

Typical extrinsic rewards are money, prizes,

grades, and even certain types of positive

feedback. Behaviors initiated solely to
avoid punishment are also extrinsically

motivated, even though numerous intrinsic

benefits can ultimately accrue to those who,

instoad, view punishment avoidance as a

challenge that can build their sense of
competence and self-determination.
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Learning Foreign Language

Learning is something that cannot be

separated from the human beings especially

students. They go to university every day,

and the point of going to university is that

they must learn the lesson at university.

Language is the most powerful, most

readily, available tool we have for
representing the world to ourselves to the

world. It is not only a means of
communication, it is a primary instrument

ofthought, a defining feature ofculture.

ResearchMethod

Quantitative research was applied in

order to calculate the mean score of Thai

students' motivation in choosing English

Department of University of
Muhammadiyah Malang and to calculate

the dominant motivation that influenced

them. The research subjects in this research

were sixteen students from Thailand in

English Department in University of
Muhammadiyah Malang.

In this research the researcher used

questionnaire with combination of open-

and closed-questionnaire form, because

although answers are provided, the

researcher also gave a chance for the

students to express their opinion. To avoid

misunderstanding, the questionnaires were

written in Indonesia language. The

questionnaires become the agreement

between the researcher and research

subjects. In short, they chose questionnaire

in Bahasa Indonesia. In this research, the

researcher used Likert Scale (a summated

rating scale) as recommended by Ary
(2010). Every item had options, namely: a)

strongly agree, b) agree, c) undecided, d)

disagree, and e) strongly disagree.

Some questions in the closed-
questionnaire is about factors that motivate

the respondents. The factors may be either

extrinsic or intrinsic motivation. The

respondents were directed to select the

response category that best represents their

reaction to each statement. Some questions

in open questionnaire is asking about the

dominant factors andits reason.

Findings

Based on the data, the researcher found

that there were thirteen factors that motivate

the students in choosing English
Department. Seven factors were for
intrinsic motivation they are: self-esteem,

self actualization, self determination, self

effrcacy, attribution, engaged participation

in learning communitiess, and maintaining

identity through participation in activities

of group. Six factors represented extrinsic

motivation such as reinforcement, rewards,

punishment, incentives, social relationship,

and classroom climate.

From the result of the quistionnairg, it
was found that the students had two types of
motivation, intrinsic and extrinsic
motivation. The students' intrinsic
motivations(self-esteem,self actualization,

self determination, self efficacy, attribution,

engaged participation in learning
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communitiess, and maintaining identity

through participation in activities of group)

were higher or more dominant that their

extrinsic motivations (reinforcement,

rewards, punishment, incentives, social

relationship, and classroom climate).

Conclusion

Based on the findings, it can be

concluded that there are two factors which

motivated the students from Thailand in

choosing Lnglish Department in U niv ersity

of Muhammadiyah Malang: intrinsic and

extrinsic motivation. Intrinsic motivation

factors covered self-esteem, self-
actualization, self-determination, self-
efficacy, attribution, engaged participation

in leaming communities, and maintaining

identity through participation in actives of
group. Extrinsic motivation factors covered

reinforcement, reward, punishment,

incentives, social relationship and

classroom climate.

The most dominant factor that
influence the motivation of the students

from Thailand in choosing English
Department in University of
Muhammadiyah Malang is the intrinsic

factor. It can be proved that the mean score

of the intrinsic factor is higher (74.40) than

the extrinsic factor (68.68).
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SCIENTIFIC APPROACH IN TEACHING SPEAKING USED BY THE ENGLISH

TEACHERAT SMA ISLAM BATU
Hilwannah lMasai lRokhyandi'

Puji Sumarsono'

Abstract: This study investigates scientific approach in teaching speaking used by English
teacher at SMA Islam Batu. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to describe the
implementation of scientific approach in teaching speaking used by English teacher at SMA
IslamBatu.

This study used descriptive qualitative as research design. The subject of the study is the
English teacher of X MIA 1 at SMA Islam Batu. Besides, the instruments used in this study were
a semi-structured interview, observation, and documentation.

Based on the result of data analysis, the English teacher at SMA Islam Batu implemented
five steps of scientific approach in teaching speaking. The teaching activities were conducted in
two meetings to apply five steps of scientific approach. The first meeting implemented 4 steps
(observing, questioning, experimenting, and associating), and the next meeting, associating
step would be continued before doing communicating step. Moreover the students followed the
leaming activities well. However, the teacher has some problems such as difficulty in analyzing
the activity which refers to every steps of scientific approach. Scientific approach is good for the
students, because it makes them have Higher order Thinking Skill (HOTS) by solving
complicatedproblems.

Moreover, the teacher used authentic assessment to evaluate sfudents. He assessed three
aspects such as knowledge, skill, and attitude. He assessed student's knowledge by giving task.
Then, there are five aspects to assess skill such as pronunciation, grafirmar,vocabulary fluency,
and comprehension. Finally, there are nine aspects that assessed studenfs attifude such as

enthusiasm, honesty, discipline, responsibility, cooperation, politeness, self-confidence,
curiosity, and tolerance.

Kqmords : scienfiJic approach, teaching speaking
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Introduction

English has become language of
international communication. It is

important for all people able to
communicate with English. It has been

taught since they have begun to enroll for

the school. There are four skills that are

taught by the teacher such as: reading,

writing, listening, and speaking. Speaking

is the important one among three other

skills. According to Brown (2003:48),

speaking consists of producing systematic

verbal utterances to convey meaning.

In learning activities the existence

of curriculum is very important. Moreover,

curriculum is also such aplan andprocedure

in learning activities that is part of a system

in the school. 2013 Curriculum is the

newest curriculum in Indonesia which has

already been applied by some targeted

schools in Indonesiathat are chosen by the

government.

In 2013 Curriculum the elements of
curriculum is changed. The element of
curriculum includes standard contents,

standard process, and standard assessment.

Besides, in 2013 Curriculum the standard

assessment uses authentic assessment. It
assesses cognitive, affective, and

psychomotor aspect based on the process

and result learning. 2013 Curriculum

emphasizes on modern pedagogical

dimension in learning, using inquiry and

scientific approach. Moreover, scientific

approach referred to learning includes

observing, questioning, exploring,

associating, communicating.

The theoretical explanation above is

supported previous research conducted by

Herlina (2012), who studied about
contextual teaching and learning approach

used by the English teacher at SMAN

Probolinggo. She found that there are seven

components that implemented:
constructivism, questioning, inquiry,
learning communicative, modeling,
reflection, and authentic assessment.

The research was carried out before

2013, when 2013 Curriculum had not

applied yet. In this research, the researcher

analyzes the scientific approach used in
teaching speaking. Besides, the she chooses

speaking skill because it is the important

one in mastering English in order to
communicate with foreigner. In addition,

SMA Islam Batu applies 2013 Curriculum

in teaching speaking. Moreover, this study

investigates the implementation of
scientifi c approach in teaching speaking.

The 2013 Curriculum
The 2013 Curriculum is the newest

curriculum in Indonesia, whichhas already

been applied by some targeted schools in

Indonesia that are chosen by the
government. In the 2013
Curriculum,education development

strategy can be applied by improving

educational achievement trough sfudents

active competency-based, learning
effectively by curriculum, and improving

the competence and professionalism of
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teachers, and giving additional period for

teaching. Because in 2013 Curriculum

emphasizes on modern pedagogical

dimension in learning, the teaching

activity should use a scientific approach.

Scientific approach includes observing,

questioning, exploring, associating, and

communicating.

The Characteristic of2013 Curriculum
According to The Decree of

Ministry of Educational and Culture No.

69 2013 about 2013 Curriculum, the

characteristics of 20 I 3 Curriculum is :

1. Developing spiritual and social

skill, curiosity, creativity, cooperation

between cognitive and psychomotor.

2. School is a part of society which

provides many learning experiences.

Moreover, the students should apply

what they have learned in the school to

the society. Besides, they use society as

learning resource.

3. Developing cognitive, affective,

and psychomotor and applying them in

any situation in the school and society.

4. Giving more time to develop

cognitive, affective, and psychomotor

skills.

5. Competencies are revealed in the

form of core competencies, which are

further detailed in every subject.

6. Core competence becomes
organizing elements of basic
competence, in which all basic

competences and leaming process are

developed to achieve in core
competency.

7. Basic competency is developed

based on principles of accumulative,

reinforced, and enriched the subjects

and education level.

The Structure of 2013 Curriculum
The structure of 2013 Curriculum

describes about conceptualism the content

of curriculum in form of subjects, the

position of subjects in curriculum,
distribution of subject in semester or a

year, the burden ofstudents in study every

subjects and every weeks. The structure of
curriculum is the application from
concepts of organization in learning

system and the burden of students study in

learning system.

CoreCompetence

Core competency is a translation or

standard operational competencies of
graduates in form of quality that should be

had by students who finish their study in

particular education. Core competency is

designed into four groups, those are

religious attitude (core competency 1),

social attitude (core competency 2),

knowledge (core competency 3), and skill
(core competency4).

BasicCompetence

Basic competency is competence

each subject for class that derives from

core competency. Basic Competency is
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the content or competency consists of
cognitive, affective, and psychomotor that

sourced by core competency. Students

should master those competencies. They

are developed based on the characteristic

of the students, initial capability, and

characteristic of subj ects.

Scientific Approach

Scientific approach is a learningthat

adopts scientific steps in developing

knowledge through scientific method.

Some people believe that trough scientific

approach, the knowledge, attitude, and

skill. In implementing the 2013
Curriculum, it emphasizes on modern

pedagogical dimension, and uses scientific

approach. Scientific approach is referred to

observing, questioning, exploring,
associating, and communicating.
Specifically, scientific approach involves

these criteria:

a) The material should be based on

logical facts or phenomenon.

b) Teachermust encourage and inspire

the students to think critically,
analytically.

c) Students are encouraged to be able

to identify things and solve the

problems.

d) Teacher must encourage and inspire

the students to understand, apply, and

develop the way of thinking which is

rational. It is hoped that they can

respond the materials objectively.

e) The teaching and learning materials

are based on the concept, theory and

empirical facts.

D Learning pu{pose is formulated in
simple, clear, and attractive
presentation.

Steps In Scientific Approach

There are five steps in scientific

approach according to Ministry of
Education and Culture (2013), namely:

observing, questioning, exploring,
associating, and communicating. First,

observing is a fundamental way of finding

out about the world around us. Second,

questioning is one of the ways to develop

knowledge in the form of concept,
principle, procedure, theory and law, and

meta cognitive thinking. Thirdly, exploring

is a kind of activity that aims to intemalize

or explore the knowledge and skill thatjust

learnt. Fourth, associating is the process of
thinking logically and systematically over

the empirical facts that can be observed to

obtain a conclusion. Finally,
communicating means point out the result

of the study or presents all knowledge and

skill that understood by students.

ResearchMethod

Qualitative research was employed

to analyze the implementation of scientific

approach in teaching speaking used by

English teacher at SMA ISLAM Batu. The

research subjects were the English teachers

in Class X Science at SMAISLAM Batu as

the informants to get data about the

scientific approach in teaching speaking.

Tocollect the data some instruments were

used. They were interview, observation and
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documentation.

A semi-structured interview was

given to the English teacher to know the

implementation of scientific approach in his

speaking class. Non-participant
observation was employed to know how the

implementation of scientific approach in

teaching speaking. Furthermore, the

documents used for this study were lesson

plan, syllabus and another data that have

related with applying a scientific approach

inteaching speaking.

Findings And Discussion

Based on the data collection which

was conducted on 14* November 2014 and

21'o November 20!4, there were three

procedures in implementing scientific

approach in teaching English, they are

planning, implementing, and evaluating in

writingskill.

Planning

Before conducting the learning

process in classroom, the teacher prepared

the lesson plan and syllabus. The teacher

used syllabus which has been provided by

the government. The teacher needed to

make the lesson plans, which were arranged

based on basic competencies made by the

government. Some basic competencies

were developed into one lesson plan and

each lesson plan can be taught for one or

two meetings. The English teacher in SMA

Islam designed a lesson plan for two

meetings. Because in applying five steps of
scientific approach, it needs more time

especially if there are many materials that

shouldbetaught.

Implementation

After preparing a lesson plan and

syllabus, the teacher needs two meetings to

implement it. The detail steps of scientific

approach are presented as follows:

a. Observing

To begin the materials, the teacher

did not explain directly about the content

materials, but the teacher showed a picfure,

which consists of a man and a woman in the

boutique. While showing the picture, the

teacher asked to the student to notice the

picture. Then, the sfudents observed, read

and noticed about they were looking.

b. Questioning

In observing activity, the teacher

dividedthe students into some groups; each

group consists of 3 or 4 students. After that,

the students were given five-minute

discussion and made questions about social

function, text structure and language feature

of the expressions in the picture. Some of
the students delivered their questions by

raising the hands. They asked about what

kinds of expression in the picture shown by

the teacher. After answering the student's

question, the teacher gave students some

questions that they should write on paper. It
aims to testthe student's understanding.

c. Exploring

Exploring aims to internalize or

explore the knowledge and skill that just

learnt, and also it is to develop skill,

attitude, and knowledge. In this activity,
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after students got some information from

the teacher, teacher gave more questions to

explore students' deeper comprehension.

Then, students must present their opinion in

front ofthe class.

d.Associating

After sfudents presented their works

in front of the class, the teacher checked

their work. He revised some students'

errors. Since the time is limited, the activity

continued on the next meeting. In the next

meeting, associating activity is continued

with the students who were asked by the

teacher to make some examples of
expression by using their own words.

e.Communicating

To attract students' attention, the

teacher asked the students to play snake and

ladder game in communicating step. This is

the most interesting part for the students.

Beforeplaying snake andladder, the teacher

prepared 1 00 expressions of suffrciency and

excess to do or not in Bahasa Indonesia,

because there are 100 numbers in snake and

ladder game. There were twenty students in

the class and they became one group, so the

students made a circle. The teacher also

prepared the snake and ladder paper, some

dices and prizes. For someone who could

reach number 100 will get the prize. The

role of the game is, the students should roll
the dice. After they know what number that

they got, the teacher will see the number of
the expression. Next, the student should

translate the expression in English.

Discussion

The researcher found that the

teacher in SMA Islam Batu had applied 5

steps of scientific approach such as

observing, questioning, exploring,

associating and communicating. Moreover,

the teacher in SMA Islam Batu has applied

2013 curriculum since new academic tear

2014-2015, because the government has

required to all schools to implement 2013

curriculum. Therefore, the class that the

researcher observed was the class of

elective subject (X MIA 1). The teaching

activity consist of 3 procedures, they were

plannin g, teaching process and evaluation.

Planning includes in making a

lesson plan, and leam the syllabus that was

prepared by the governments. The teacher

used discovery learning as a teaching mode

and discussion as a teaching method. The

teacher prepared some media and leaming

resources. Teaching processhas 3 activities

such a pre-teaching, whilst-teaching, and

post-teaching. The step of scientific

approach is conducted in whilst teaching.

Moreover, the teacher in SMA Islam Batu

needs 2 meetings for implementing all of

the steps of scientific approach.
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Consequently, the first meeting

implemented 4 steps (observing,

questioning, experimenting, and

associating) and the next meeting,

associating step would be continued before

doing communicating step. Finally, the

teacher used authentic assessment as

evaluation. They include 3 aspects such as

attitude, knowledge, and skill. In addition,

the teacher used authentic assessment as

well. It because according to The Ministry

of Education and Culture (2013), the

authentic assessments should covers three

aspects such as cognitive, psychomotor, and

affective.

In addition, the researcher also

found that the teacher has some problem in 
,

implementing scientific approach. The

teacher is still confused how to analyze the

activity, which refers to every step.

Moreover, the teacher assumed that

scientific approach is more suitable for

science subject because applying scientific

approach in English, it is constrained to use

three teaching models such as discovery

learning, inquiry based learning, and

project based leaming. However, scientific

approach is good for the students. It makes

the students think Higher Order Thinking

Skills (HOTS) by solving complicated

problem.

Conclusions

Based on the data analysis, it can be

concluded that teacher used five steps of
scientific approach, namely: observing,

questioning, exploring, associating, and

communicating. In the first meeting, he

applied four steps of scientific approach

including observing, questioning,
exploring, associating. In the next meeting,

associating step was continued after pre

teaching, and then it continued with the last

step of scientific approach, it is
communicating. However, the teacher has

difficulties in implementing scientific

approach especially in analyzing learning

activities.
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Project-Based Learning Method in Teaching English Speaking Skiil for Eleventh Grade
of SMANegeri 3 Malang

Khoiriyahl
Rina Wahyu Setyaningrum'

Abstract: Despite the challenges of2l" century so called as a digital age, education is demanded
to move away from traditional method, teacher-centered into student-centered. It requires
scientific principles to promote the 21" century leaming skills. In 2013, the Indonesian
govemment under the responsibility of The Ministry of Education and Culture released a new
curriculum known as the Kurikulum 2013. One of the teaching methods that highly
recommended is Project-Based Learning (PjBL) method.

This descriptive qualitative research was aimed to investigate the implementation of
PjBLin teaching English speaking skill at the eleventh-grade of SMA Negeri 3 Malang in
academic year 201412015 along with the problems encountered by the teacher and
recommended solutions. The result of the study showed that the stages of PjBL method were
implemented based on the Curriculum 2013 guideline. There were six steps accomplished in
three meetings such as: (l) determining the essential questions, (2) designing a plan for the
project, (3) creating a schedule, (4) monitoring students and project progress, (5) ass'essing the
outcome, and (6) evaluating the experience. The results of the research showed that the teacher
implemented PjBL method well. It was concluded that the implementation of PBL thoroughly
benefits for students. Moreoveq the teacher successfully implemented scientific principles that
moved away from traditional teacher-centered into student-centered teaching and learning
process.

Keywords: Project Based Learning, Tbaching English, SMA Negeri 3
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Introduction

Nowadays, a rapid and massive

growth of technology and information

explosion mark the dawned of a new era

called the Digital Age. Digital age students

are immensely different from students who

graduated 10 to 15 years ago. They are well-

equipped with advanced technology and

they easily gain new information in their

everyday life. Seeing those current
condition, educators overcome those

challenges and formulate the 21"'century

skills in order to engage a life-long learning

in which those are what actually needed by

studentstoday.

In 20 13, the Indonesian govemment

released a new curriculum so called as the

Kurikulum 2013 (K-13). This curriculum is

designed to put emphasis on learners'

creativity and morality. As a result, the

students are demanded to develop their

creativity through several learning
activities in order to enhance the learning

objectives in cognitive, affective and

psychomotor domain. Based on the K-13,

teaching English speaking at senior high

school level is that students are demanded

for processing, analyzing and presenting

developments of the concrete and abstract

domains of the learned materials and being

able to apply various methods according to

scientific principles.

The researcher intended to conduct

this research in SMAN 3 Malang since this

school is appointed by the government to be

a school model for implementing the K-13.

They are well-trained to implement Project-

Based Learning in the class since they have

had the manual of Project-Based Learning

method from Kemendikbud and MGMP

Bahaso Inggris (English Teacher
Association) in Malang. Moreover, Dinas

Pendidikan Kota Malang (Malang
Education Office) has appointed SMAN 3
Malang as Ketua Cluster (the Head of
Committee) for the Curriculum 2013

trainingprogram inMalang. The teachers in

SMAN 3 Malang also serve as the model for

other teachers around Malang municipality.

Simpson (2011) investigated
whether PjBL could enhance students'

English proficiency, their leaming ability

and self-confidence in English for Tourism

Course. The findings indicated that PjBL

enhanced students' learning skills
(teamwork, higher-order thinking and

presentation skills) together with self-

confidence. Furthermore, Poopon (2011)

also conducted a research about sfudents'

perspective toward the implementation of
Project-Based Learning in teaching and

learning English. Students believed that the

implementation of Project-Based Learning

was appropriate for the course because they

could apply both their knowledge of
Information Science and English skills.

Both previous studies reveal that Project-

Based Learnin benefits in teaching and

learning English. Consequently,
considering some reasons as mentioned

before, the researcher conducts a research

entitled Project-Based Learning Method
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Implemented in Tbaching English Speaking

Skill at The Eleventh Grade of SMAN 3

Malang.

Hence, the researcher determined

three areas of investigation; they are the

implementation of Project-Based Learning

(PjBL) method, issues on the
implementation and solutions offered

toward the implementation PjBL method in

teaching English speaking at the eleventh-

grade of SMAN 3 Malang.

Kurikulum 2013 (K-13)

Starting on July 20L3,Indonesian

government has tried out to implement the

Kurikulum20l3. Among 6.000 schools

ranging from elementary (SD), junior high

(SMP), and senior high (SMA) throughout

the country have already implemented in

the academic year 201312014. In2015, all

schools in Indonesiawill implement the K-

13 along with its scientific approach in the

academic y ear 2015 l20l 6 (Saragih, 2013).

The K-l3fulfills three main

components of education: knowledge, skill,

and attitude. This curriculum pm atitrde

on the higher priority than skill
competencies and knowledge.
Furthermore, The Ministry of E&rcatim

reorganizes required-subjects. At the

primary level, the subjects are cut frrom ten

to six. English, science, and IT subjects are

eliminated in order to improve character-

boosting subjects, such as Bahasa

Indonesia, Civics, and Religious Studies. At
the secondary level, teaching hours in

English and IT classes are decreased in

exchange for history and local language

(Susanto and Natahadibrata, 2013).

Teaching English Speaking

Bashir (2011) mentions that in
teaching speaking, language leamers need

to recognize that speaking involves three

areas of knowledge: (1) mechanics, (2)

functions, and (3) social and cultural rules

(pp. 38-39). The first is mechanics

(pronunciation, gramm ar, and vocabulary).

It means using the right words in the right

order with the correct pronunciation. The

second is functions (transaction and

interaction). It means knowing when clarity

of message is essential (transaction or

information exchange) and when precise

understanding is not required (interaction or

relationship building). The last is social and

cultural rules and norns (tum-taking, rate

of speech, length of pauses between

speakers, relative roles of participants). It
means understanding how to take into

account who is speaking to whom, in what

circumstances, about what, and for what

reason.

T:atlirg Spcaking English In Senior

EEIstrd
fooatirytotre K-13, the goals of

% F.rgrur g1 saior high school

romHcthfuqempetences
aefur8folrffqrr
ll Corc Crrpctcrcc I -

rcmfrr&cfirf d rylying
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religious values.

2. Core Competence 2

Comprehending and applying the

value of honesty, self-discipline,
responsibility, care (mutual aid,
cooperation, tolerance, peace),
polite, responsive and proactive;

demonstrating such attitudes in
solving various problems in
interacting effectively with the
social and natural environment as

well as in being a model in the
global society.

3. Core Competence 3

Understanding, app lying, analy zing
facfual, conceptual and procedural

knowledge based on the interest in
science, technology, arts,
humanistic, nationalistic and
civilized insight in relation to the
causes of phenomena and events;

applying procedural knowledge in
desired specific field of knowledge

of studies in solving problems.

4. Core Competence 4 - processing,

analyzing and presenting
developments of the concrete and

abstract domains of the learned
materials; being able to apply
various methods according to
scientifi c principles (Kemendikbud,

20l3,pp: l).

Project-Based Learning (pjBL)
Kemendikbud (2013) defines that in

Indonesian context, project-Based
Learning is a teaching method which uses

projects or activities as the core media in
teaching and learning process (pp: 2).
Meanwhile, according to Iakovos, Iosif and
Areti (201l), Project-Based Learning is one
ofthe teaching methods which provides the
natural teaching of the four language skills
(listening, speaking, reading and writing)
(pp: 115). Moreover, according to Beckett
(2002), in implementing project-Based

Learning method, it generally takes time
since it considers as a long-term (several

weeks) activity which are part of an
instructional method which promote the
simultaneous acquisition of language,
content, and skills.

Tlpes of Project -Based Learning
In designing project-Based

Learning, the project can be classified into
different types or categories. It is as
proposed by Henry, as cited from Sawsan
(2014)as follows:

1. Structuredprojects

In designing structured projects, the
teacher deterrnines and organizes in
terms of the topic, materials,
methodology and presentation. It
has the following characteristics:

The topic is selected by the teacher

as well as the methods for collecting
and analyzing the information.

2. Semi-structuredproject

In designing semi-structured
project, the project is defined and

organized i, part by the teacher and

in part by students. The teacher
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defines the general topic of the

project, but the students have full
authority to choose their own topic

as well as the way they accomplish

the information and the proj ect.

3. Unstructuredprojects

The projects is defined and

organized largely by the students

themselves. Hence, the students

have fuIl responsibility in term of
the topic, materials, methodology

andpresentation.

Principles of Project-Based Learning

According to Kemendikbud (2013),

there are six (6) steps for Project-Based

Learning method in teaching and learning

process. The explanation of each stage is

elaboratedas follows:

1. Starting with the essential question

The question that will launch a

Proj ect-Based Learning lesson must

be one that will engage students. It is

an open-ended question. It means

that students possibly explain and

flrnd out different information to

answerthe question.

2. Designing a plan for the project

When designing the project, it is

. essential to select content standards

to be addressed. After selecting the

topic, the students and teacher 5.

determine the final outcome of the

project (e.g., bulletin board display,

wriffen report, debate, brochure,

letter, handbook, oral presentation,

video, multimedia presentation,

the atric al performance).

Designing a fixed schedule

Afterthe topic and final outcome of
the project are determined, the

students and teacher work out

project details that guide students

from the opening activity to the

completion of the proj ect.

Monitoring students project
progfess

In this stage, students and teacher

have different role. Students are

ready to work completing their
project. Working in groups, students

organize information and then

discuss the value of the data that

they have collected, keeping some

and discarding others. The goal is to

identi$r information that is critical

for the completion of their projects.

While students are working on their

project, teacher monitors students'

activity and their project progress.

Teacher reminds students that every

part of the process belongs to them

and needs their total involvement.

In can be a clear assessment if
teacher assesses the process through

creating team rubrics and project

rubrics.

Assessing students outcome

During this stage, teacher also

prcivides students with feedback on

their language and content learning.

J.

4.

I
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Teacher gives students feedback on

how well they understand the

information and what they need to

improveon.

6. Evaluating sfudents experience

Teacher allows students to do

individual reflectiono such as

journaling, oS well as group

reflection and discussion. Teacher

guides students to share their
feelings and experiences, and

discuss what worked well and what

Methodology
The subject of this research was an English

teacher at eleventh-grade of SMANegeri 3

Malang. The researcher chose him as the

research subject because he was the only

teacher who had ever implemented Project-

based Learning administratively in SMA

Negeri 3 Malang in academic year

201412015. He joined the K-13 training

programs conducted by the Ministry'of
Education and Culture several times

worked well and what needs change

Based on the explanation, the basic

six steps of Project-Based Learning

method can be drawn as follows:

Figure 2:The Stages of Project-Based
Learning

and granted several certificates with good

results.

Findings

The findings presented in the

following discussion were described from

documents given by the research's subject,

interview sections, and the result of direct

observations while the teacherwas teaching

English speaking through Project-Based

Leaming method at XI MIPA 7 of SMA

Negeri 3 Malang.

The findings covered the steps in

implementing Project-Based Learning, the

problems faced by English teacher, and how

the teacher solved the problems in
implementing Project-Based Learning

method in teaching English speaking at the

eleventh- grade of SMAN 3 Malang. Each

of them was described as follows :

Project-Based Learning steps are as

follows:

1. I)etermining the Essential
Question
This step was as the first step in

implementing the Project-Based Leaming

method and it was done in the first meeting.

There were several activities as follows:

a. Stating the learning
objectives

b. Brainstormingstudents
through showing avideo

c. Initiating whole-class

2
Designing
a plan for
the project

5

Assessing
the

outcome
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discussion to learn the material

Re-explaining the materials.

Determining the essential

questions

2. Designing a Plan forthe Project

As the second step after determining

the essential questions, the teacher and the

students determine the final outcome or the

end product of the learning process; a

project. The activities in designing a plan

for the project based on the observation as

follows:

a. Grouping students

The teacher divided the students

into several small groups. The

teacher let students to choose

theirowngroup.

b. Showing the example of
students'project

c. Telling the criteria for
students'project

3. CreatingaFixedSchedule

After grouping students anil

discussing the end product, the teacher

guided students to make their timeline and

decided the deadline for submitting the

project.

Figure 3: Students' timeline in

Meeting 2
Wall magazine, video and presentation slide submission

Students' presentation

Wall magazine and video display (It's for group 1 - 4)
Students' feedback and discussion

Meeting 3

Studeils' presentation

Wall magzine and video display (It's for group 5 - 8)

Students' feedback and discussion

Monitoring the Students and the

Progress ofthe Project

After discussing about the project timeline

with students, the teacher started to control

the project that the students worked on and

what they would do in the project and the

process in doing the project. There were

several activities that the teacher did in this

stage as follows:

a. Monitoring students' group

discussion

b. Delivering some probing

questionsto students

During the project
accomplishment, though
occasionally, the teacher

directly asked some questions to

the students related to their

project in order to encourage

participation of the students in

the leaming process such as why

they chose the topic, how they

gained the information, and how

they presented it in their project.

c. Checking students' project

progress

d. The teacher checked
students'project by asking them

whether they found difficulties

or not. Moreover, the teachgr

also directed students to keep

their working related to the topic

and the material discussed.

e. Managing classroom
condition

1. AssessingStudentsOutcome
The teacher began to assess students'

d.

e.

Meeting 1

Topic submission
Wall magazine and group presentation planning
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learning outcomes in the,second and the third meeting. The assessment rubrics were adopted
with necessary modification from the Culture and Education Minis!ry's Regulation
(Permendikbud) No. 10412014 aboutAssebsment on the Learning Process of Elementary and
Secondary Education.
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Table 1 - Scoring Rubric for Presentations

Criteria Score
54321

Performance
Language Skills
Mastery of the Subject
VisualAids
Overall Impression
Final Score: Total score x 4

Table 2 - Scoring Rubrics for Students'Project

No Project aspects Max Score
I Planning

-selecting the topic
-determining essential questions

2 Prosess of completing the project 12
-sources for collecting datalinformation
-data collection
-data analysis
-organizing and presenting the data

3 Endproduct 12
-puctuation
-language use
-content

Table 3 - Rubrics for Students'Competency

No Name Assessments Notes
Students' Team Responsi Punctuali Respect
activities work in ve to the ty in task to
in the the problems submissi others'
teaching group on opinion
leaming works
process
5432 1 5 4321 54321 54321 s4321

Note: 1 : Very poor, 2 :Poor,3 : Farr, 4 : Good, and 5 : Very Good

Table 4 - Rubrics for Students'Attitude and Behavior

No niune Assessments Total
Honest Disci Respon Care Polite Respon I 2 3 4

plin sible sive and
proactive

Note: 1 : Poor, 2:Fair,3 : Good, arrd 4: Excellent
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1. Evaluating Students Experience

Evaluating the experience was

accomplished by teacher through asking

students' feedback and explaining the result

of teacher's observation along with his

comments and advice for upcoming project.

The teacher initiated some questions to

stimulate students to tell what they felt after

completing aproject.
English Teachers Strategies to Cope Issues
in Teaching English Speaking through
Proj ect-Based Learning

The implementation of Proj ect-Based

Leaning method in speaking class was

completely accomplished in three meetings.

However, the teacher encountered several

problems during the teaching and leaming

process. The problems were listed as follows:

1. Time allotment. In the first meeting,

the time allotment was limited. At

that time, the teacher instructed

students to do their project at home.

As a result, the teacher also have

limited role for checking
intentionally on what the student has

heard, learnt, and understood while

conducting the proj ect.

2. The use of mother tongue (Ll).
During the discussion or even

students' presentation, some students

tended to speak in Bahasa Indonesia.

3. Chaotic class condition. Based on the

observation, during grouP

discussion, students tended to do

negative behavior such as talking and

joking too loudly, texting and using

their mobile, or even playrng a game

in their phone. As a result, it led to a

chaotic class condition.

4. Misleading topic. During group

discussion, the teacher found that trvo

groups had wrong topic. Their topic

was not relevant with the topic that

was already discussed in a whole

class.

5. Uneven participation. In group

working, some students participated

frequently in doing project, and some

of them had less contribution.

Moreover, during presentation, some

students had a lot of opportunity to

speak, and some of them were

reluctantto speak.

6. Students' performance. Even after the

teacher explained some tips and trick

at the beginning of the class, it was

still found that some students were

lack of speaking skill and lack of

confidence. While presenting the

project, some students only read their

slide repetitively.

7. Students' speaking content. The

teacher noticed that students'

language need to be checked. The

teacher found that students did not

pay attention on their word choice

andpronunciation.

8. Determining students' assessment.

Different from the previous
curriculum, KTSP, in the Curriculum

2013, the teacher was demanded to

assess four aspects in implementing
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Project-Based Learning method. The teacher used several rubrics for oral presentation,

project, affective and attitude assessments. Hence, the teacher found some practical

difficulties in determining students' assessment.

Table 5 - Problems and Solutions in Implementing Project-Based Learning

No. Problems Solutions
1. Time Allotment The teacher gave a clear timeline to the students in doing their

project. Moreover, he also asked students to do the rest of the
project at home. Hence, the deadline for submitting the end
project(wall magazine and slide presentation) was only in a week.
Theteacherhas arole as time reminder.

7 The Use of Mother
Tongue (L1)

The teacher always instructed and insisted students to speak in
English. He also motivated students to speak English by always
giving instruction in English, "Please, speak in English in the
class. Even whenever you speak with your friends in group
discussto speak in English since students already had a good
speaking skill but they were reluctant to speak in English.

3. Chaotic
Condition

Class The teacher tried to manage the class by giving instruction to keep
silent and by keeping them to discuss about the project. He also
tried to get sfudents' attention through giving questions about what
student were discussing.

4. Misleading Topic The teacher scrutinized the group discussion to ask the topic of
each group. He directed students to keep on track based on the
topic. If the students'topic was out of topic, the teacher discussed
with the group about their selected topic and asked them to change
theirtopic.

Uneven
Participation;

The teacher provided ongoing opportunities for students to speak
during the discussion time. Furthermore, teacher accomplished
this by asking probing questions such as what they were learning in
their groups. It meant that the teacher motivated and stimulated
students to speakby giving some questions.

6. Students'
Performance

The teacher stated reminders around the classroom,the teacher said
"Please, do not only read your slides. Try to understand your topic
entirely". Furthermore, the teacher showed a video that gave an
example of unprepared presentation (the video showed some
students presented their material by only reading the slide). Hence,

7. Students' Speaking
Content

The teacher directly correct it, or he took some notes, discussed and
re-explained it through giving reflection at the end ofthe class and
gave more example ofthe correctversion.

8. Determining
Students'
Assessment

The teacher circulated in the class and observed students'activity
and progress. He noticed students' who participated a lot and
students who were passive during the learning process. He tried to
observe as detailed as possible students'activity. He took some
notes inhisbook.
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Discussion

Based on the research findings, the

implementation of Project-Based Learning

method involved all of stages that are based

on the Curriculum 2013 guideline.
However, in term of determining the

essential question, the teacher used
different way. The teacher preferred to

design semi-structured project. It was as

proposed by Henry, as cited from Sawsan

(2014), serni-structured project is settled by
both the teacher and the students.

The teachers considered that
students required more time to design the

project, gain the information, compile the

project, present the project and discuss the

project. Additionally, the time allotment for
English subject is only once a week. Hence,

three weeks was considered as an

appropriate time allotment. As it was

supported by Beckett (2002), in
implementing Project-Based Learning
method, it generally takes time since it
considers as a long-term (severalweeks).

On the other hand, the research

findings also showed that although the

teacher implemented the method well, the

teacher still encountered several problems.

Theuse ofmothertongue (Ll) was the most

problem that the teacher faced in each

meeting. The teacher tried to keep students

speaking in the target language by giving

verbal prompting to ask the students to

speak English and standing near students to

monitor them. However, in general, the

teacher was experienced enough to guide

the process in each stage well. The teacher

successfully acted his role as a facilitator to

achieve the leaming objectives.

Conclusions

The implementation of Project-

Based Leaming method that the teacher

implemented at XI MIPA 7 in academic

year 201412015 was generally in line with
the Curriculum 2013 guideline in which it
consisted of six stages. During the

implementation of PBL, several problems

were encountered. However, the teacher

had already had several strategies to
overcome those problems. As a result, the

implementation of PBL runs well. The

teacher successfully implemented scientifi c

principles that moved away from traditional

teacher-centered into student-centered

learning process as demanded on the

Curriculum 2013.
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STT]DENTSI PERCEPTION OF TIIE IMPLEMENTATION OF STUDENT'S
PRESENTATION METHOD: A CASE STI]DY ON STRUCTURE CLASS OF

ENGLISH DEPARTMENTAT UNIVERSITY OF MUHAMMADTYAH MALANG

Khoyyimahl

Riski Lestiono'

Abstract: Grammar serves as one of key components of leaming English as a foreign or second
language. It implies that leamers are expected to have good knowledge of English grammar and
be able to apply it when they use English in both oral and written. The learners also should pay
attention to other branches of grammar in term of mastering one skill like writing. Learning
grammar will become easy only ifthe lecturer applies a great and suitable method. This research
aimedto investigate the students'perception of the implementation ofpresentationmethod and
how this was implemented in teaching grarnmar.

The research design of this study was a case study of descriptive qualitative. To gain the
complete data, the researcher investigated the third semester students of English Department.
The instruments were interview guide, observation checklist, and documents.

The result of this research showed that the sfudents'perception can be seen from their
several opinions. First, the students stated that presentation method was encouraging and
favorable method. Second, this was a greatmethod that encouraged students to be active in the
class. Third, this trained students to seek many sources related to the topic. Fourth, this also
trained the students to share and appreciate other students' opinion. Although they proposed that
this method had a negative side, the problem could be solved in the end ofthe learning process as
the evaluation from the lecturer. Furthermore, the way how this presentation method was
implemented in the class was good. This engaged students to be critical. Students were divided
into several group presentations and presented what they have learnt individually in front of the
class while other studentsbecame audiences and askedaquestion.

Keywords : Grammar, P erception, Preseniation,

' Khoyyimah is an alumna of the English Department, Faculty of Teacher Training and Education, The
University of Muhammadiyah Malang.
'fuskilestiono is a lecturer at the English Department, Faculty of Teacher Training and Education, The
University of Muhammadiyah Malang.
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Introduction

Studying English means learners

should learn the four language skills like

writing, speaking, listening, and reading.

Four of which have different ways and

methods to be taught, so that lecturers or

teachers have to be creative in selecting the

appropriate method to be employed.

In addition to the four basic skills,

English has one component subject that is

very necessary for learners to learn, that is

grammar. It is very important component to

be comprehended and understood as the

basic understanding of the four language

skills in English. To teach grammar,

lecturers or teachers need a certain method

to help learners more easily to understand

and master in making good sentences in one

paragraph or essay. According to Wang

(2010), gmnrmar is the most important part

in language system. He also proposed that

grammar is just like a frame of house. This

is due to the fact that gralnmar is also'a

crucial subject in leaming English which

stands in the central position to support

learners' understanding of writing,
speaking, reading and listening.

Furthermore, the English learners

should pay attention to other branches of
grammar in term of mastering one skill

like writing. Gabriel (2001) states that

grafirmar enables language learners to use

linguistic form accurately, meaningfully,

and appropriately. This means that

mastering gralnmar also support the

students to master the other skills in both

written and oral.

Although grammar is difficult to be

understood, teachers still can use a certain

and applicable method to help students

conceive the subject. However, it needs an

extra effort to adjust the material and the

students' interest because according to

Richard (as cited in Celce-Murcia,200l)

there is no valuable judgment about which

method of teaching is good or bad. Each

method has its strength and weaknesses, but

they are not equally suited for all situations

and contexts. Teachers can choose an

appropriate teaching method depending on

the circumstances ofthe situation.

Beating out of employing method in

teaching, student-presentation is one of
well known methods to be implemented in

one certain teaching and learning process.

This method is being applied now in a

certain class to teach Grammar at

University of Muhammadiyah Malang.

This is also one kind of peer-tutoring

methods which is well known to teach.

Nguyen (2013) says that peer-tutoring

means high performing students guide low

performing students in the class. They try to

understand more the subject by leaming in

group and present the result in front ofother

students. However, students may haye

different perception of the implementation

of that presentation because they have

different senses and ways of receiving the

method.

The purpose ofthis study is to describe how

the student's presentation method applied
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and to reveal sfudents' perception on the

implementation of student's presentation

method.

Research Method

In this study, descriptive qualitative

research design is employed. To understand

more the issue that will be observed, case

study is used as one of strategies or

approaches in this study. According to

Crowe etal(2011), acase studyis aresearch

approach that is used to generate an in-

depth, multi-faceted understanding of a

complex issue in itsreal-life context.

The researcher observed eight out of
thirty students as subjects in this study to

limit the time and facilitate the researcher in
gaining the data. Eight students joined

structure course at the third-semester of
English Department in 2013 of academic

year. All the subjects learnt grammar in the

same class discussion.

The researcher employed three

kinds of methods while employing the

instruments to get the data. Those were

observation, interview and documents.The

researcher used non-participant
observation as the method to gain the data

because the she only observed the events in

the classroom without being a participant.

During the observation, she equipped

herself with observation checklist to veriff
the activity in the classroom and comparing

to the listed data. Moreover, sermi-

structured interview was used by the
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researcher to get the data about the

implementation of presentation method in

learning a graflrmar at C Class of structure

in the third-semester of English
Department. This interview type was

chosen by the observer to give the

additional information using question list
which was prepared before interview is

conducted. During the interview, the

researcher employed an interview guide or

note to facilitate the researcher in gaining

thedata.

Interview guides facilitated the

researcher to gain the data in detailed- This

explained on what actually students'

perception was on the presentation method

implemented by questioning more in which

part of the method the students like. The

researcher also asked the students' opinion

and perception in general concerning what

.method they like best between the previous

and presentation method in learning
grarnmar.

The last,non-written documents as

an instrument were proven by pictures and

videos in order that the researcher easily

reviewed the process of the data being

observed. To avoid invalid data, the

researcher enclosed the pictures which told

and documentedthe activity ofthe students

in doing a preparatron and explaining the

material in front of the class through

teaching and learning process in the

attached appendix list.

Findings and Discussion
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The Way How the Presentation Method

Was Implemented in Teaching Grammar

The presentation method was

employed by asserting some steps. Those

would be described as follows :

a.Lecturer or teacher explained how the

presentation would run as the method of

teaching grafltmar.

b. Students were divided into several

groups. In this section, the lecturer

determined when the students had to be

presenter with different topic. There were

three students to be presenters in every

meeting.

c. Students were divided randomly.

The students had to be readY to be

presenterofthe day.

Lecturer or teacher encouraged

section-

i. Afterthe students presented the mateial,

the lecturer explained an error and

straightened the difficulties and

misunderstanding which were found in the

discussion.

j. In the end ofthe study, the lecturer gave

an evaluation of the way how the presenters

explained the material. This allowed

students to employ a method or strategy in

transferring the material.

k. After all the presenters have

finished their turn, the lecturer summarized

the material to add an understanding of the

students.

l. To remain a turn of the presenter in the

next meeting, the lecturer called the name of

the students inthe end ofthe class.

Studentsr Perception of the
Implementation of Student-Presentation

Method in Teaching Grammar

a. The students' opinion about the

presentation method was answered in the

first question. A11 of students responded

positively of the presentation method.

They revealed that this was one of rare

methods implemented in teaching

grammar. This could give a chance for

students in expressing their knowledge

and try to speak in front ofthe class as if a

teacher. This also encouragedthe student

to prepare the material before attending

the class. However, they also stated that

. this method has one negative side for

other students who were not having a

d.

the students to make preparation before

they got a turn to be presenter.

e. To make sure that the students made a

preparation, lecturer instructed to make

proof preparation paper which contained'of

name and student number. This was

purposed to ensure that the informant leamt

before explaining infront ofthe class.

f. While the students were explaining the

material, the lecturer took a note and

assessed the way and process of the students

intransferring the topic infrontofthe class.

g. The function of the lecturerwas not only

that. The lecturer also paid attention on the

material explained by the students to make

sure thatthey explained correctly ornot.

h. The times were given around 15 to 20

minutes with the question and answer
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turn to be presenter in one certain time.

Sometimes, students only mastered one

topic that was determined by the lecturer

to be discussed, yet this couldbe finished

byjoining a group discussion andpaying

attention to the presenter.

Describing a positive side of
presentation method was asked in the

second question. Students clarified that

this method could give many benefits for

students who joined structure class by

employing presentation method, because

they could explore their knowledge by

studying in a group. Presentation method

trained the students to search more

resources through group discussion,

internet, book, and etc.

The negative side was asked in this

section. Most students stated the same

opinion about negative side of this

method. These could be seen when the

students or presenter could not master

the material or topic well. This gave a'

misunderstanding of other students.

Another negative side happened when

the students or presenter only mastered

their own topic which was given by the

lecturer but they sometimes could not

understand other topic which was given

to other students.

How to solve the negative side was

answered in this point. The students

mostly stated that they could minimize

the negative side by the lecturer's

explanation and evaluation in the end of
the leaming process. As long as the time
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was not over, the students could share

what they got of a group discussion or

perhaps they had other resources related

tothetopic.

The situation in the class also was

asked to gain the data. A1l samples

answered that all students made a little

bit noise in the class. This happened

because they were courageous to express

their opinion and share their
understanding that they got from
different sources. Students who were the

presenters also gave a chance to all

students to answer the question or

exercises about the topic.

The next questionwas talking about

the impression of the students of the

presentation method. All the samples

said that the impression came when they

explained the material. They admitted

that they got a satisfaction through

transferring the knowledge and helping

other students to easily understand the

topic. In addition, they also could get

some impressions through discussion

and preparation before becoming a

presenter in front of the class. This part

trained the students to share and give

different opinion and sources about the

material.

Then, the third question answered

was which part of the presentation

method they like most. Most of the

sample answered that being a presenter

was a part in which they trained
themselves to teach and share

c.

ob'd.
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knowledge. This was different from

other method in which the students

tendedto be passive inthe class.

h. Describing a comparison for both

presentation and previous method given

was in the fourth question. All the

samples clarified that presentation

method was a rare method which was

implemented in teaching gramma4 yet

this method trained the students to be

critical about the material and

encouraged the sfudents to not come to

the class with empty idea, but they had

already got some information through

discussion. However, one certain
method could not be categorized as the

best method at once. This presentation

method also has negative side of the

students who became an audience at

certain meeting or students who did not

join the discussion. Most of the samples

admitted that they understood more to

the topic which was chosen to be'

explained; yet another method which

was given was listening to what the

lecturer explained in front ofthe class.

i. The last was about asking the reason

whether the students like or dislike of
presentation as the method to teach

grarnmar. Similar to what was explained

and answered in the previous question,

all samples agreed in this presentation

method. It gave an opportunity to
students to share the knowledge and had

a spare time to discuss before explaining

the material. Students would be

cooperative in studying. They are

encouraged to study and read another

sources to be references. This
strengthened their opinion to be accepted

by other students through presentation.

Conclusions

The presentation method was a rare

method to teach graflrmar. This encouraged

the students to prepare the material before

being a presenter and provided the students

the opportunity to discuss and get other

students involved to share ideas based on

the topic given and determined by the

lecturer in the class. The students who were

elected to be presenter had to present the

topic chosen in front of the class
individually.

In addition, the students' perception

toward the implementation of presentation

method was positive. They stated that this

method has a big influence to the students to

know more about the structure of English

because this challenged the students to

present the material perfectly. This also

encouraged the students to search more

references related to the topic in order to be

accepted by the other students. Although

this method had a negative side, the students

still could solve the problem by succeeding

in the evaluation that was given by the

lecturer in the end oflearningprocess.
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concentrate mainly on idiomatic expression form of noun phrase, verb phrase, and aadjective
phrase and the strategies oftranslating idiomatic expressions. To gain the trustworthiness of the
research, this study applied detailed analysis of the data, applied theories of strategies in
translating idioms by Mona Baker, and examined the process and the result ofthe research.

Based on the data analysis, in the novel of English version, it was found that there were
90 idioms; meanwhile, in Bahasa Indonesia version, there were 12 idiomatic expressions.
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INTRODUCTION

Idiomatic expressions perhaps

become the most difficult part for translator

in translating process. A translator must

recognize, understand, and analyze the

idiomatic expressions before selecting the

most appropriate strategy to transfer a

source idiom into target language. The

ability to identiff idiomatic expressions and

appropriate strategy is enormous
importance. Therefore, the researcher

considers strategy in translating idiomatic

expression became an interesting issue to

discuss.

Meanwhile, a lot of idioms are

used in the literary texts (Baker, 2001), one

of them is novel. Novels from foreign

author present story in different setting,

condition, and culture which the readers

indirectly get some new knowledge about

overseas. These are interesting and also

challenging for the translator to translate.

Therefore, this research uses The Dave

Pelzer's novel A Child Called 'It' and its

Bahasa Indonesia novel A Child Called

'Itby Danan Priatmoko to as the data. It
covers some idiomatic expressions as long

as the story. It is importantbecause idiom is

common expression in source language and

becomes the main discussion ofthis study.

Strategy in translating idiomatic

expressions has been analyzed by several

researchers. They mostly used Mona

Baker's idiomatic translation strategies

theory which consists of five categories.

Accordingly, the four categories of Baker's

strategies are possible to cope with
idiomatic expressions (Hradilov6, 20lL;
Salim & Mehawes, 2013). Meanwhile,

compensation is also workable strategy in

translating idiom text (Motallebzadeh,

20ll:.9).In addition, the research conducted

by Sari (2013) with her thesis entitled

Strategies in Translating ldiomatic
Expressions of Phrasal Verb in Terence

Blacker's Bilingual Novel Ms Wiz Goes

Live into Ms Wiz Jadi Bintang Televisi Dy

Mala Suhendra. The idioms which become

data arc limited to phrasal verb form of
idiomatic expressions found in the novel by

using Fernando's idioms class theory. Then,

they are focused on the source text, English

version novel. Another earlier study is

conducted by Novianti entitledAn Analysis

of The Translation Strategies of ldiomatic

Expressions in Lewis Cawoll's Alice in
Wonderland in lts T\anslation by Khai:ri

Rumantati. It also involves the fours

strategies in tyranslating idiomatic
expressions which are suggested by Mona

Baker. Nevertheless, it uses Seidl and

McMordie's classification of English idiom

to veriff the type of idiom in the source text

and target text. Then, this study shows that

translation by paraphrasing is the most

applied strategy (2012). i
While the previews study by Sari

(2013) put its data just from source

language, the researcher believes that the

study should analyze both novels in source

and target language to find idiomatic

expressions. This study will be done similar
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to the process by Novianti (2012) which
focuses on source text and targettext. It is
required, idiomatic phrases in source text

sometimes are translated into idioms in
target text. It means that it is possible to find
idioms in target text even though there is no

idiom in source text. Besides, the researcher

takes this discussion because of her
curiosity in the finding other idiomatic
phrasal verbs such as noun phrase and

adjective phrase which are translated by
using the strategies suggested by Baker in
the novel A Child Called 'It'and its
translated version in Bahasa Indonesia I
Child Called'It'.

Idiomatic Expressions

Some theories define idiom
expression such "a rnrmber of words which

when taken together have different meaning

from the individual meaning of each word"
(Seidl and Mc.Modie, 1988). Moreover,

Makai et al. (1995) argues "idiom is the

assigning of a new meaning to a group of
words which already have their own
meaning". Then idiom is also defined as

"expression which meaning cannot be

found out from the constituent words"
(Trask, 1999'). Other theorist describes

.translation as "frozen patterns of language

which allow little or no variation in form

and in the case of idiom, often carry

meaning which cannot be deduce from their

individual components" (Baker, 200 1 ).
From definitions above, it means

that idiom is an expression which consists

of a group of word with their own meaning

which cannot be understood from the literal
meanings ofits words composition.

I}pesOfldiom
Makkai et al. (1995) categorizes

idiomatic expressions into some aspects:

based on idiom simplicity, grammatical

form, idiom pairs, idiom with prepositions,

verbal idiom, idiom with key words from
special categories, and idiom with
comparison. Based on grammatical form,

Makkai suggests idiomatic expressions into

three: noun phrase, verb phrase, and

adjective phrase.

Noun phrase idiomatic expression

is used, such as in "This is another cup of
tea" . Another cup oftea means something to

think about or think matter ( 1 995).

Verb phrase is typified such as in
"S1r, I came to ask for your doughterts

hand" John said timidly to Marry's father.

Askfor one's handmeans to ask permission

to marry someone (1995).

Then, adjective phrase is used such

as in "She was beside herself with fear",

"He was beside himself, he was so angry".

Beside oneself means very much exited or

somewhatcrazy (1995)

The Types Of ldioms In Bahasa
Indonesia

Khak in ldiom Dalam Bahasa

Indonesio: Struktur Dan Malcna classifies

the idiom in Bahasa Indonesia into three
:

i

j
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types: complex idiom, phrasal idiom and

proverb.

Firstly, it is complex idiom.
Complex idiom consists of affixation and

reduplication. Affixation has two forms of
prefix and affix. Affixation with form of
prefix is followed by noun or verb
(prefix+nounlverb) such as mengekor

which constructed from prefix-meng
+ekor(a tail), then has a meaning 'have no

attitude or point of view".Another one is

lketersema(means on sticking), cornpiled

from prefix -ter * s sm6r which means "thing

uses to atlach". The form of affix
(combination) is followed by noun
(affix*noun) as like in bersemuka (face to

face) compiled from affrx-berse * muka

(face).And,bersebadan means "to have

sexual intercoursez' compiled from affix-

berse + badan (body). Then, reduplication

is the repeating world. For example: mata-

rnatqwhich means "the spy" reduplication

of mata (eye).Kudo-kudameans *wooden

block to brace a roof'which is repeating of
kuda(horse) (2006).

Secondly, there is phrasal idiom.

This form of idiom consists of verba idiom

andnomina idiomwhich is divided into two

phrases. Verba idiom is constructed from

verb followed by noun (verb+noun) such as

naik darah means "be angry", in which

naik(go up)+darah (blood). Adverb is

followed by verb (adverb+verb); like in
sudah berpulang kerahmatullah means "to

be died". Afterward, nomina idiom is
constructed from noun followed by noun

(noun*noun). For example, a phrase buaya

daratmeans "a man who is actively ehasing

afterwomen". Whereas, it is compiled from

buaya (crocodile) * darat (land). There is

alsonoun followed by adjective
(noun+adjective) such as kuda hitamwhich

is compiled fromkuda (horse) followedby

hitam (black), but has a meaning "a strong

rival". Then, air besar compiled from air
(water) and besar (big), means "disaster

oausedby an overflow" (2006).

The last type is proverb. This idiom

is also well known as peribahasa in Bahasa

Indonesia. Peribahasa itself means fixed

form of a group ofwords or sentence which

generally analogizes a certain meaning

(Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia offline

version 1.5.1, 2010). For instance, sambil

menyelam minum air means "to do more

than one work in a time", and galilubang

tutap lubangmeans "to handle a problem by

making a new problem" (2006).

Strategies In Translating Idiom

Mona Baker in herbook In Other

Word (2001) suggests five strategies in

translating idioms, namely: translation by

using an idiom of similar meaning and

form, translation by using an idiom of
similar meaning but dissimilar fogm,

translation by paraphrase, translation by

omission, and translation by compensation.

First, strategy in translating idiom

is using an idiom of simitrar meaning and

form.This strategy uses an idiom in the

target language, which conveys roughly the
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same meaning as that of the source-

language idiom. In addition, it consists of
equivalent lexical items. This kind ofmatch

can only occasionally be achieved. For

example:

SL: Perhaps Granamyr wanted to

show us that things aren't

always what they seem.

TL:

Mun gkin Gr an amy r i n g inm en

unj ukk ankep a d akit ab ahw a s_ e

s u atu hal t i dakl ahs el alus am ad

enganapa yang kita lihat.

B ack-Translation : Perhaps

Granamyrwanted to show us

that things are not always as

what they are seemed.

The second, strategy in translating

idiom is using an idiom of similar meaning

but dissimilar form. It is often possible to

find an idiom or fixed expression in the

target language which has a meaning

similar to that of the source idiom or

expression, but which consists of different

lexical items. For example:

SL: "Those idiots are leffing her

get into her stride." said

George.

TL; "Para idiot itu membiarkan

dia menumpahkan

kemarahannlto." kata

George.

Back-translation: "those idiots

are letting her to spill her

dfrEry," Gorge said.

After that, it is a strategy of
translation by paraphrase.This is by far the

most common way of translating idioms

when a match cannot be found in the target

language or when it seems inappropriate to

use idiomatic language in the target text

because of differences in stylistic
preferences of the source and target
language. Forexample:

SL: "It was the first week after

term ended" saidRon.

TL: "Terjadinya pada minggu

pertama liburan kita " kata Ron.

Back-translation: "it was at the

first week our holiday" Ron said.

Then, it is also translation by
omission. As with single words, an idiom

may sometimes be omitted altogether in the

target text. This may be because it has no

close match in the target language, its
meaning cannot be easily paraphrased, or

for stylistic reasons. For example:

SL: "Look out! There is a hole

in front of you!"

TT." Adalubang di depanmu ! "
Back-translation: "There is a hole

in front of you!"

The last, it is suggested to use

translation by compensation. It is one

strategy, which cannot be adequately

illustrated simply, because it would take up

a considerable amount of space. Briefly,

this means that one may either omit or play
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down a feature such as idiomatic at the point

where it occurs in the soruce text and

introduce it elsewhere in the target text. This

strategy is not restricted to idiomatic or

fixed expressions and may be used to make

up for any loss or meaning, emotional force,

or stylistic effect, which may not be

possible to reproduce directly at a given

point in the target text. Motallebzadeh

(2011) concludes this strategy means that

one may either omit or play down a feature

such as idiomatic at the point where it
occurs in the source text and introduce it in

another position in the target text. It is not

restricted to idiomatic or fixed expressions

and may be used to make up for any loss or

meaning, emotional force, or stylistic
effect, which may not be possible to
reproduce directly at a given point in the

targettext.

Meanwhile, this studyusesthe five

strategies suggested by Baker to analy ze the

data. The strategies are believed to be

workable with idiomatic expressions and

also understandable in implying translating

work. In this case, the strategies are the

main case ofthe study inanalyzrng strategy

of translating idiom expressions.

Research Method

This research employed
descriptive qualitative with content analysis

method. The data of this study were

idiomatic expressions occurring in English

andBahaso Indonesia text of novelA Child

Called'It'with sentences containing

idiomatic expressions. The instrument of
this study was the researcher herself and a

table numbering of the translation units in
ST and TT as the supporting instruments to

collect and, analyze the data. The current

project was going to concentrate mainly on

idiomatic expression form of noun phrase,

verb phrase, and adjective phrase and the

strategies of translating idiomatic
expressions. To gain the trustworthiness of
the research, this study applied detailed

analysis of the data, applied theories of
strategies in translating idioms by Mona

Baker, and examined the process and the

result ofthe research.

Findings and Discussion

The hanslation strategies theory

which are mostly used consists of five

categories suggested by Mona Baker

(2001). Those strategies were exactly used

by translator in translating idiomatic

expressions found in Dave Pelzer's novell
Child Called'It'into its translated version in
Bahasa Indonesia,4 Child Called 'It'.

Based on the findings ofthis study,

the researcher found that translation by

paraphraseis the most applied strategies (73

out of 90 cases). It is suitable with Baker's

statement that translating by paraphrase is

the common way for translating idiom

when equivalence cannot be found in the

target language (Baker, 2001).
Additionally, it has been prooved that the

most applyed translation strategies of



text and in target text.

Source

text
Ch6lpg.73l28

Things were happening too fast, and I felt that somehow

it was too good to be true.

Target

Text
Ch6/pg.100128

Sepertinya keadaan begitu bertolak belakang, terlalu

cepat berubah, dan entah mengapa sulit bagikuuntuk

menerima semua ini begitu sajatoo good to be true.
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idiomatic expressions in Lewis Carroll's

Alice in Wonderland in its translation by

Khairi Rumantati is translation by
paraphrase.

Then, the second translation
strategy frequently used was translation by

using an idiom of similar meaning but

dissimilar form (8 cases). This strategy is

possible to be used in some cases. Go to the

fact that Bahasa Indonesia also has several

idioms which have equivalent meanings in

same purpose and situation. In fact, the

result of the previews study found that

translation by using an idiom of similar

meaning but dissimilar form was the most

strategy used in translating idiomatic

expressions of Terence Blacker's bilingual

novel luh Wiz Goes Live rnto ltls Mz Jadi

Bintang Televisi by Mala Suhendra (Sari,

2013).

Besides, there is also found

translation by omission which is
infrequently used in this study (3 cases). It
goes in line with Amineh and Destjerdi

Tbo good too be truemeans'tnbelievable".

The idiom is left untranslated into target

text; nevertheless, there is placed the same

(2011) that this strategy is avoided in
process of translating in order to find
equivalences to transfer both the form and

the meaning by not deleting the whole or

eliminating the part of the idiom. However,

the strategy is enabled to be used in this case

for the reasons; it has no close match in the

target language or for stylistic reason like

whatBaker has stated (Baker, 200 I ).

Translation by using an idiom of
similar meaning and form is also
infrequently used (3 cases). The reason is

the kind of match idiom which is exactly

same meaning and their form can only

occasionally be achieved as Baker has

stated (Baker,2001).

Moreover, translation by
compensation is also found. This strategy is

infrequent in used, for it found in 2 cases. As

suggested by Baker, the reason is purposed

to fix expressions and be used to make up

for emotional force, or stylistic effect

(Bakea200l).

In this sfudy, there were found an idiom too good to be true both in source

form ofEnglish idiom in the target text. The

proiess of inserting source text idiom into

target text does not imply that it is
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translated. However, it is also not included

intoomittance.

Target text (Bahasa Indonesia): Sepertinya

keadaan begitu

bertolak
belakang, terlalu

cepatberubah,
danentahmengap

asulitbagikuuntu

kmenerimasemua

inibegitusaja too

goodtobetrue.

Sourcetext(English) : Things were
happening too
fast, and I felt that

somehow it was

too good to be

true.

The result shows that the idiom from target

text and source text is constructed of its own

idiom. It means that the idiom too good to be

trueis neither translated nor omitted in
target text.Moreover, it does not convey the

meaning into target language. Therefore, it
becomes an interesting issue that the five

strategies which is suggested by Baker does

not cover the process of translating idiom

"too good to be true" from source text into

too good to be truerntargettext.

In conclusion, it shows that
translators could alternate five strategies

which are suggested by Baker were used in

translating the idiomatic expressions in

Dave Pelzer's novel A Child Called'It'into
A Chil d Call ed' It' by DananPriatmoko.

Conclusion
Accordingly, it was found that there were

five strategies used in translating idiom
expressions from English into Indonesia,
they included: (1) 3 cases of translation by
using an idiom of similar meaning and
forrn, (2) 8 cases of translation by using an
idiom of similar meaning but dissimilar
form, (3) 73 cases of translation by
paraphrasing, (4) 3 cases oftranslation by
omission, and (5) 2 cases of translation by
compensation. Eventhough a case of
translation was not covered by the strategies
above, it can be assumed that all of five
translation strategies suggested by Baker
were applied in process oftranslating
idiomatic expression from English into
Bahasalndotesia
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Speaking English Well Leads You

to a Bright Future

Welcome to the official website ofthe English

Department UMM. It is one ofthe departments

of the Faculty of Teacher Training and Education

which is expected to be able to provide students

with professional English teaching skill. English

Department teaches not only in teachingjunior

and senior high school students, but also skill

in teaching English forYoung Learners (EYL)

is one ofthe elective courses which train teacher

candidates for elementary school andthe equals.

The English Department is determined to give an excellent service for the

maintaining and development of the English Department. In order to improve the

quality of the elementary to senior high schools in Malang and its surrounding, the

English Department lecturers held workshop and seminar.
Our concern to the quality of English Teacher candidates especially in UMM is

by using English as a means of communication through a program "English Day".
It is one of the English the means to improve communication skill of the students

of the English Department. Speaking English Well Leads You to a Bright Future is
our slogan to succeed the habit of speaking English in daily life. Therefore,

welcome to the English Department of the University of Muhammadiyah Malang.
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SI]BCRIPTIONFORMS

Celtic (Ajournal of culture, English Language Teaching, Literature, & Linguistics)

English Departuent of university of Muhammadiyah Malang. Jl. Raya Tlogomas

No. 246, M alang 65 I M, Indonesia.

Telephone

:0341-464318,ext. 12l

Email: celticj@umm.ac.id

Journal_celtic@ya hoo.com

Please enroll me as a subscriber of celtic starting from volume .......... to volume

andsenditto:

Name

Address

The fee of @ IDR 5 0.000 per j oumal or IDR I 00.000/ year will be

( )paiddirectlytothe administrationdepartuent

( ) transferred to Bank BNI Kantor Cabang Malang

ACC.No: 0336939299

c/o. Puji Sumarsono,M. Pd

@ateordered),...

(S ignature of subscriber)
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Informasi Prodi Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris

Kurikulum berstandar Nasional (KBK- KKND

Dibimbing oleh dosen profesional lulusan universitas dalam dan luar negeri seperti

Inggris, Australia, Jepang, New Zealand, Belanda , Portugal, Thailand.

Mata kuliah Speaking diajar oleh dosen native speaker (asing)

Memiliki fasilitas pembelajaralyang sangat memadai dan mendukung

Kerja sama pertukaran pelajar dan dosen dengan berbagai universitas di Eropa

Para lulusan terbaik memiliki kesempatan diangkat menjadi dosen di Language Center

Menyediakan program mentoring (English Day) untuk mempercepat kemampuan

speaking mahasiswa.

Biaya Pendaftaran:

SPP P.r Semtsttr I

I c"to-bang l 
rr r r EI rEru.rrtsr 

I

I Rp. 12.s00.000, I Rp. 12.s00.000, I Rp. 13.7s0.000, I Rp.2.750.000,- 
|

Biaya DPP diangsur 6x dalam 1.5 tahun pertama (Sebelum Ujian Tengah danAkhir

Semester)

Biaya Her-regristrasi/ Daftar Ulang:

Regristrasi
Semester 1

Perpustakaan,
Kemahasiswaan,
Internet, &
P2KK

ESP
Semester 1

SPP
Semester 1

Pesmaba
Fakultas &
Universitas

Total
Pembayaran

Regrisd
Per
Semester

Rp.200.000, - Rp.1.200.000, - Rp.250.000,- Rp.2.750.000, - Rp.150.000, - Rp.4.550.000, - Rp.200.0Q
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GUIDE GUIDE FOR CONTRIBUTORS

Articles must be typewritten in Microcoft Word Program, Times New Romans 12 font,

between 3000-3500 words, and sent to the editor with a CD, or sending the article via email

to celtic@umm.ac.id

Book Review: Book Published in the last one to five years are considered current. Review

should be typewritten, between 1000-1500 words. Physical features of the books (title,

write, publisher, year of publication, pages, ISBN index, and a copy/scan of the front book

cover) should be included.

Abstract: Each article submitted should be accompanied with an informative abstract which

consist of200 words and 3-5 key words.

Inthe abstract, academic title(s) shouldnotbe attachedwiththe name ofthe writer. Complete

name and academic title(s) are written in the first footnote.

Bibliographical reference: Cite accurately and fully literature referred to in a bibliography at

the end of each article or review (see below for examples).

Examples:

Citations:
Prettyman and Lampman (2011:5) states that...
Feasey states,". ......"(2008:32)
Sports have become ubiquitous in our culture..... ...(Gamache,2010:7)

Bibliography:
Meizel,Katherine. 20ll.Idolized. Music, Media and Identity inAmerican Idol.

Blooming & Indianapolis: Indiana University Press.
McDonnel, Terry. 2011."Sport inAmerica." Sport lllustrated. November 20,20t1.

Volume 1 I 5, No. 2I.P: 68-82.
Li-Shiue, Gau.20l2."Examining the values associated with spectator sports and the

relationship s between the values and sport spectator beh avior." J o urn al
af P rc Ques t. http: / / proq u est. u m i. com

Graphs, diagrams, and illustrations are attached on separate paper.

Contributors whose articles are published will receive 1(one) exemplar ofthe joumal.
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